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Politicians
• •
reVlslt
campus to
discuss
budget

attends
"No one even knows what's going
to happen this year," Krueger said ''It
is possible there will be budget cuts
during this year, but for right now,
these sceocuios don't assume that." .
Both speakers tried to encourage:
. the SGA board and student
representatives to strongly consider
endorsing the idea of a 10 percent'
increase in fees to offset the possibility
of a large deficit. Vice-Chancellor
Krueger said that if the 10 percent,
increase is not approved, UM-St.
Louis could be a much different
school in five years.
"We all want the increase to go up
3.2 percent," Krueger said. "If it does,'
though, we're going to have a $9,
million problem; we' re going to have
to cut jobs and positions on this
campus . . .it would be a far different
place than it is today. So this is a quick,
and dirty one set of scenarios. We may
get new scenarios next week or next
month."
'
Krueger was asked whether the
"educational surcharge" that was
imposed upon students would carry
over to the next few years, and he said
that the charge is not factored into the
sceml1ios, The charge was nine dollars
per credit hour.
Krueger said some people believe
there are structural problems with
Missouri's state budget.
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Green and YeckeI,
both UM·St. Louis
alumni, explain
,. Missouri's budget
to students
BY ANNE BAUER
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Managing Editor
Democratic State Rep . Tim
Green and Republican Senator
Anita Yeckel revisited UM-St.
Louis to address students and to
answer any questions they had
about the state budget. This
budget fomm was held at noon on
Wednesday, Oct. 16 in the SGA
Chamber.
The
event
was
sponsored by SGA and the Public
Policy Research Center.
The purpose of the forum was
to further educate students about
the state budget. Green and Yeckel
explained to students how the
state divides -its budget, what the
state's top priorities are" and the
importance of voting.
"Voting is one of the most
important contributions you can
make as a citizen, and I flOd it
very sad that only 30 percent of
students do ," SGA Chairperson
Courtney Stirrat said.
Green began the fomm by
covering
the
12
different
categories or "house bills," for
which the state must allocate
funds.
According to Green , the state
of Missouri has roughly a $19
billion budget. He said that the
state's constitution controls how
those monies are spent.
Green
said
that
higher
education is ranked No. 3 on the
list. Though Missouri higher
education hae received $283
rriillion in cuts in the last fiscal
year, Green said that there was
around $88 million cut in the
operation budget of higher
education, and that the rest of the
amount was cut from the capital
improvements budget.
"If there are any monies after
all those entities that I have
described, we have a budget for
capital improvements," Green
said.

--"-Students listen to SGA President Sam Andemarium Friday at the
Student Government Assembly (SGA) meeting. Chancellor Blanche
Touhill..and Vice-Chancellor Jim Krueger attended the meeting to
iscuss the budget problems facing UM-St. Louis and the enti re
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BY .JASON GRANGER

News Editor

Chancellor Blanche Touhill and
Vic.e-Chancellor
Jim
Krueger
attended the SGA's monthly meeting
on Friday to discuss the budget
problems facing U1vl-St Louis. Part
of their purpose is to inform the SGA
of the, school's plans to combat the
problems at hand.
Chancellor Touhil1and ViceChancellor Krueger presented a dire
view of the situation to the Assembly.
According to Krueger, there are
certain scenarios that the campus has
worked out in order to project where
. the campus will be over the next five

fiscal years. At first, the school had undergraduate nOD-residents. Under
three scenarios worked out, an the 10 percent increase plan, students
optimistic view, a moderate view and would be forced to pay $224,60 per
a pessimistic view. According to credit hour (undergraduate residents)
Touhill, they "have abandoned the or $671.30 (undergraduate .nonresidents).
optimistic plan."
TouhiU and Krueger handed out,
In the pessimistic case, under the
statistics outlining the possible 3.2 percent fee increase, the school
courses of action. In the moderate \ ould be facing an $ 11 ,173,374
case, with a 3.2 percent increase in deficit. If the school were to increase
student fees, the campus would be fees by 10 percent, the campus would
facing a $9, 188,023 deficit by the have a $2,142.897 operating surplus.
2007 fiscal year. If the campus were
, '''The figures that are being given
to increase student fees by 10 out are the ones that President
percent, the school would have a [Manuel] Pacheco took to the Board
$4,128,247 surplus.
of Curators to show to the board what
The 3.2 percent increase would could happen in the future with the
raise credit hour rates to $174 for University of Missouri's budget in
undergraduate residents and $520 for the next five years," Touhill said.

BY STANFORD GRIFFITH

- Editor-in-Chie! Shared govemance was the theme of the
Faculty Senate meeting held Wednesday, Oct

16.
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"What I'm trying to say to you when
I talk about a 3.2 percent fee increase
and a 10 percent fee increase [is that]
nobody really knows what's going to
happen. My judgment is the system
(fiscal year) 2004 budget will look
like."
Touhill went on to say that anyone
who has worked with the budget has
lost hope in an optimistic outcome
for the upcoming fisc al year.
Vice-Chancellor Krueger said that
it is possible that there will be further
budget cut, coming from Gov. Bob
Holden later in the year but that no
one is sure right now. He said that
further cuts would have an effect on
the way the current plans are
structured .

--,,-He cited MedicareIMedicaid, the
con-ections system and the K-12
education system ·as possible sources
of the structure problems. Touhill said
that there will have to be a
reorganization of the Missouri State
Budget.
"I hope you [the students]
seriously consider raising fees and
keeping the place intact," Touhill said.

see SGA, page 8

Faculty Senate discusses changes,
c ates com mittee, ides nominees

see BUDGET, page 9

The Deplorable is full of
Halloween tricks-n-treats,

Under t he 10
percent increase
plan, students
would be forced to
pay $224.60 per
credit hour.

Higher Education System. According to Krueger, students could
be facing a fee increase as high as 10 percent. Touhill
encouraged students to SUPROrt the 10 ,percent fee hike to help
keep the school out of debt.

"My vision and agenda remain the same,"
Van Reidhead, chairman of the Faculty
Senate, said, "shared governance-rea1,
responsible, mutually respectful, reflective
and effective in the actions it takes. Since our
September meeting, a good number of
faculty, staff, students and administrators
have interacted with me, and with the larger
community, in efforts toward this shared
vision. The result Of these efforts. and of
campus and system-wide c.hanges, Us that] a
number of developments are underway."
The first change discussed during the
meeting amended the way that UM-St.
Louis' honorary degree process works. Prior
to the meeting, students, faculty, staff,
administration and alumni could nominate
someone to receive an honorary degree from
the University. However. since the faculty
feel that they bestow degrees, the application
process was changed so that only faculty
members or groups of faculty members can
submit a candidate's name for the award.
According to Reidhead. in the past the
nominations were anonymous. Because the
Honorary Awards Committee had no way to
contact only the person who did the
nominating, they had to release the decline or
acceptance of the candidate Jlublicly.
According to Reidhead, this way, the faculty
members involved in the nomination can be

contacted privately about their request, and
the information is "kept out of the public

file."
A number of faculty members, including
Associate Professor of Optometry Bill Long,
were concerned with the selection process of
the Honorary Awards Committee. Although
the Dominations must come through current
members of the faculty, the chancellor
chooses the committee members. Thus, the
faculty members expressed that they still do
not have full control over the honorary
degrees UM-St Louis awards.
The next order of business was
Reidhead's report to the Senate as the
chairman. His major concern was the
workload of members of the University,
especially faculty.
"Economic forces, as promulgated in our
time, philosophically and in practice, are
inexorable," Reidhead said 'The very idea of
public higher education, as a knowledge
institution and critical thought forum, except
for a few elites, is in danger; and we [the
faculty] are the stewards of the trust that must
figure out how to adapt to new conditions so
as to preserve it It is this that the workload
debate must have in the background as we
decide what we want to do, what we need to
do, and how we can marshal the resources,
the vision and the will to do it
'The core problem is this: The pl1cblic does
not intend to support this campus with the
money required to sustain our core mission as
we envision it. We must either rethink what
we do and how we do it, or we must face
certain loss in the quality of our work in the
advancement of knowledge through research

and liberal education. Consequently, if we
primarily react to the proposed workload
policy, we wiillet the movement of economic
and political forces write the script and assign
the roles we assume in the discourse on the
future of higher education."
"What is clear is that we must change,"
Reidhead continued. "The resources at our
command, as currently allocated, are not
sufficient to sustain, much less grow our
effectiveness in realizing our vision. It is also
clear that unless we agree to become a
community. willing to make sacrifices for the
whole, we will not develop as we are capable
of doing. A vision has to be promulgated that
can show us how the sacrifices we make fit
into a program of mission accomplishment in
the future: And we must hire a leader whose
discipline in holding to development
objectives we are willing to follow."
The "leader" is the interim chancellor and,
eventually, the new chancellor. In an effort to
ensure that faculty have input in the selection
of the interim chancellor, the Senate fonned
the Advisory Committee on the Selection
Process of the Interim Chancellor.
In the Chancellor's Report, Chancellor
Blanche M. Touhill noted that overall
enrollment is up by 4.4 percent when both
off-campus and on-campus students are
counted. On-campus enrollment has been
steady. The total number of credit hours is up
by 2 percent, but students are taking fewer
hours, in general. The number of graduate
students is up by 5.9 percent Saint Louis
Community College remains UM-St. Louis's
top feeder school; the Saint Cbarles
Community College is second.

ADVISORY COMMITfEE ON HE
SELECTION PROCESS OF THE
INTERIM CHANCELWR
BARNES COLLEGE OF NURSING & HEALTH STUDIES

Roberta Lee

.

Hubert C . Moog endowed. professor
COLLEGE OF ARTS

& SCIENCES: HUMANITIES

Ron MUll on
professor & chairman of philosophy
COLLEGE OF ARTS

& SCIENCES: SCIENCE

10_ce Corey
professor of chemistry & biochemistry
COLLEGE OF ARTs & SCIENCES: SOCIAL S CIENCES
TUIl

McBride

associate professor of economics
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Doug/as Smith
professor of logisitics & operations management &
director for the Center for Business and Industrial Studies
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Patricia Simmons
William R. Orthwein, Jr. professor of life-long learning
in science
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND COMMUNICATION

Fred Willman
professor of music
COLLEGE OF OP1DMETRY

Bill Long

,

associate professor of optometry
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Tues 22

Thur24

Sat 26

Health Services

Honors College

Student Life

Academic Affairs

This week is National Collegiate
Alcohol
Awareness
Week.
Information tables will be set up in
the MSC from 10 am. to 2 pm.
and from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Peer educators and staff will provide educational and promotional items. For
more information, contact Michelle
Rus...<:ell, coordinator of Alcohol and
Drug Prevention, at 516-5414.

"Perspectives on the Iraqi Conflict"
will be held at 7 p.m in the SGA
Chambers on the 3rd flOOf of the
MSC. For more information call
Justin Stein at 776-4033.

A Spa Day will be held from 11
am. to 2 p.m in the Pilot House.
There \vill be massages, facials
and more. Show up early to guarantee yourself a relaxing massage,
facial or hand treatment

The Office of Multicultural
Relations and Academic Affairs is
having a Professional School
Preparation. The event will be held
from 10 am. to noon in 133 SSB. A
panel of administrators, faculty and
staff will present information
regarding when to apply, application fees, financial aid, transcripts
;md grades, letters of recommendations and emnl1lce examinations.
For more information call 5166807.

Mon 21 - Fri 25

Zeta Phi Beta
Zeta Phi Beta will be hosting the
Boogie Nights Talent Showcase in
the Pilot House on Dec. 13. Prizes
will be awarded. For more informa"
tion or to sign up call 370-5233 or
email questions to zetajho@finerwoman,zzn.com

Thna Oct 25
Golden Key

M on21

The Golden Key International
Honour Society is hosting a toy drive
until Oct. 25 to benefit the Kathy 1.
Weinman Children's Advocacy
Centre. All donations can be brought
to the Student Organizations office on
the 3rd floor of the MSC.

M onday Noon Series
Gerda W. Ray, professor of history at
UM-St. Louis, will discuss whether
and how the government's increased
powers undermined civil liberties
and the people's right to know what
is happening in their country even
before Sept. II. The event will be
held from 12:15 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in
the J.c. Petmey Conference Center,
room 229.

Thna Nov 1
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring a
clothing drive until Nov. 1. All
donations will go to St. Vmcent
DePaul. All items can be brought to
the APO workstation in the Student
Government Affairs and Activities
Office on the 3rd floor of the MSC.

Wed 23

24

Campus Ministry

Student Life

The Wesley Foundation Campus
Ministry will be having a free Bible
Study from 11 am. to 1 p.m. The
study is held every Wednesday. The
ministry is located at 8CXXl Natura!
Bridge Road. Those attending, enter
tlrrough the double glass doors on
the Natural Bridge side of
Normandy UMC. Call Roger
Jesperson at 385-3000 fOf more
information. •

Villafest is to be held in the Villa
Courtyard (at the Provincial House.
This is a costume party/canned food
drive; entry fee is $2 or 2 cans without a costume, $1 or 1 can with. For
more infomlation contact Daron at
daron.dierkes@juno.com.

Put it on the Board!

Student Life

Place your event on The Board in
our upcoming edition; restrictions
apply. Call 516-5174 fOf information.

"Pick yeT Pumpkin" will be on the
MSC patio. Stop by for cookies,
cider and free pumpkins to all came
pus organizations.

Staff Writers
Charlie Bright, Danielle CabeU,
Shannon Cross,
Kate Drolet, Michelle Elkins,
Joan Henry, Micah issitt,
Melissa IkCrary, Nichole Richardson,
Becky Rosner, Will Melton, Kim
Silver, Joe Curtis
Staff Photographers
Emily Fishman, Kevin Ottley,
Sara Quiroz, Steve Seebeck

26
Student Life
Experience St. Louis: Six Flags
Fright Fest \vill be held today. A $10
fee includes bus ride and admission.
Bus will depart the MSC at noon
and return at 9:30 p.m. Sign up in the
Student We office ASAP; seating
and tickets are limited.

24
Irish StucUes
The American Conference for
Irish Studies will be held
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
from 8 am. to 5 pm. in the MSC
Century Rooms A, B and C. The
event is free and sponsored by
Jefferson Surfit CIS and lJM-St
Louis. For more infomlation contact Terry Williams at 516-6495.

23

New,' Edilor}
Jason Granget-. proa. ASsoclate
Mike Sherwin • Piloto Director
Catherine • .~0
• 'E EdI'(or
Marquis-Home
yer Sports Edilor!
Hank EIwns • Prod. Associate
Elliott Reed' Cartoonist
Sara Porter • A&E Associate
Adam Bodeudieck' Copy Editor
Jamie KelTY • proofreader
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October 13
A student reported that she left her
vehicle parked on Lot F for several
days and upon her return to her
vehicle she discovered the interior
to be in disarray and a knife stolen

! IN

.

"Women Artist'> of Saint Louis: Past
and Present" will be held from
12:15 p.m to 1:15 p.m. in the J.e.
Penney Conference Center, room
229.

A staff member reported that he
discovered that several flyers,
which had been placed on the walls
of the Villa, had been set on fIre.

website
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In issue 1065 of 11u: a/Trent, ads on pages 10 and 11 had incorrect dates and/or
tim~.s .

I

In issue 1065 of Th(1 Currelll, in the story titled "Student struck at entrance,"
due to incorrect information provided by a source, it was stated that there were no
Bel-Nor police at the 1iCe.ue of the accident, when there were five officers at the
scene.
The fonowing two errors were recently pointed out in the column "A little more
time please" in issue 1059 (Sept 3, 2002) of The Current: 1.) Courtney Stirrat was
elected the head of !he E.xecutive Committee. Thu , her correct title is "chairwoman of the E;.;:ecutive Committee," not "president: ' 2.) The date for the
September SGA meeting W'<IS wrong.

U
,,

You can make a difference and help a
couple go from
infertility to family.
If you are 21-34 &
have'a good family
health history, then
you may qualify.
All ethnicities
needed.

.'•
•
•

•

•

MCMA

EGG DONORS
NEEDED $3500 Stipend
(Pind your
rhythm.)

•
•
••••••

upon ~ terms. conditions and restric·
tions apply. The Current, finarced in part by
student activities fees, is not an official pt.b!ication of UM-Sl.. Louis. The University is not
resp:nsible for the content of The Current
and/or its policies. Commentary and columns
rEflect the opinion of the indiviWal author.
~ editorials reflect the opinion of the
majority of the Editorial Board. The Current
requests the coortesy of at least 24-holr
advarce notice for all ~ to be cOYere<i
A<M?rtisements 00 not necessarily reflect the
opinion of The Current, its staff rnent>er.; or
the llnivermy. All materials contained in each
printed and on~nelssue are property of The
Current and may not be rep<inted, ~ '"
~ withwt the prioc, expressed and
written rnnsent of The Current. F1f>t copy is
fn?e; all SI.bsecf.Jent copies are 25 cents and
are available at the offices of The Current.

, ..

THE NOSH'S OCTOBERFEST

•

clirrent@jilL" Unlsl.edu
bltp:l/wwU'.tbecummtolliine. coril

In issue 1065 of I71f Current, due to a printer error, page three was an incorrect
version of the page. The page that HID was from the Sept. 16 issue of The Current.

October 18

emai.1

Monday Noon Series

Corrections

from the console area of the auto .
The victim reported that she did
not believe she had locked her
auto.

(ji-l) 51IJ.51;:i
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(3 J.f) -16-6811
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www.stotiravel.com .
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Atten
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on THE PHonE

Call (800) 780~7437,
anonymous and
confidential.

»

&

invite you and a guest to a special screening.
StOp by The Current oIJices at 388 Millennium
Student Center to pick up a complimentary
screening pass for two to see

7:30 p.m.
Thursday, October 24th
AMC Esquire
6706 Clayton Rd
St. Louis, Mo 63117
No purchase necessary while supplies last. Passes
available on a finlt-<:OOl8, first·served basis. Participating sponsclfS
are ineligible. ",It IIlO'k Is I3ted R lor dangerous. sometimes
extremely crude stunts, I8nguage and nudity
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Staff Writer

Students gathered to learn about
the UM-Sl Louis Student Alumni
Association on Wednesday Oct. 9 in
room 315 of die 1>.1illenniunl Student
Center.
The Student Alumni Association is
~ a ne",' organization on campus, supported in part by the UM-SL Louis
Alumni Association. This organization is different because it ",ill focus
primarily on the success of current
undergraduate students.
~
"We want people to see what is
coming up, ' Joe Flees, coordinator of
the UM-St. Louis Student Alumni

Association, said. "It is important for
students to see that they can help mold
this organization to fit their personal
needs."
During the meeting, Donna
Carothers, interim director of Alumni
RelatiollS-and Karen Watermon manager ot: Constituent Relation thoroughly discussed the main goals the
Student Alumni Association plans to
focus on this year.
The group intends to "strive
towards developing and sustaining
campus traditions ... by holding a variety of social and recreational events
students could particip:.ue. in," Flees
said.
"One of today 's goals was to gath-

er interest," Flees said. Other goals
discussed included the development
of a networking program and the
advancement of the University' s
development'll mission.
Patrick Edwards, recent UM-St.
Louis gFaduat said, "UM-St_ Louis .
has organizations ilia pn:p.ar.e s.tIk
dents for the competitive workforce."
The Student Alumni Association
plans to continue the legacy by placing special emphasis on developing
resume-worthy skills.
The group will also focus on
strengthening traditions on campus.
Every year the school embraces traditions
like
Mirthday
and
Home.coming. These events attempt

,

Mike Sherwin The Current

FolklorisUGuitarist Ed Miller played Scottish tunes to a crowd at
the Music Building Thursday afternoon.

Alumni aim for further
smdent involvement
B ·Y KIM SILVER

""

,,
:,
,

~

becomes just as much a part of the voice.
show as Miller himself
~ -'Miller.' s two songs about tradiMiller adequately and eloquently tional Scottish occupations showed
explained the histories b~hind many the realism of such conditions. The
Most · Americans
associate of his selections. Some of these his- first, "Pet and Weave," tells the story
Scotland with such ' films as tories were as engaging as the songs of women who were hired to gut fish
/II "Braveheart" and think of the music themselves. The humorous song , along the Scottish coastlines and
as simply bagpipes, or the occasion- ''The Piece in the Polk," which is how they were "every fisher laddie's
al rock musician. who graced radio based on a tradition in which dream." The song describes the diffiairwaves in the 1980s. But there is ' Glasgow mothers would toss bags of cult job that these women had and
more to that sort of music, as folk- food from small houses to their new the fate that they were all resigned to .
The second, a favorite of the audilorist and singer Ed Miller demon- houses, sprang to life after a
strated in an eloquent and moving Glasgow redevelopment project ence, was "The Prince of Darkness,"
., concert on Oct. 10 in the Music required many Glasgow natives to a song about miners . In the song,
move to higher level houses. A Miller movingly describes the rough
Building.
Miller was a member of the chance conversation between two life that they led and the difficulties .
Scottish Folk Song Revival, which men resulted in one of them saying that they faced after the British govwas an attempt in the 1950s to return "You can't fling a piece from a 20 ernment closed down the mines.
Miller closed the show just as he
story fiat," resulting in a hilarious
Scottish music to its original roots.
had begun, with "Button Up," a fun,
'We wanted to change the nega- and absurd song.
Another .song Miller described lighthearted song that invited audif!ii tive, phony nostalgic views that were
being presented of Scotland," Miller was "The Yellowing of the .Broom," ence participation. It was the perfect
said. "We wanted to show it realisti- which tells the story of traditional song to end the show because of its
Scottish travelers, who chose to live personal; friendly nature. The song
cally."
With each song that Miller chose a nomadic life while being taunted made the audience feel like friends
for the concert, he presented a view and bullied by the "Skaldis," settled who had just stopped by, rather than
of Scotland and its music that people. With this song, Miller sang just people who came to see a show.
For folk music fans who are fond
demonstrated its poverty, industry of a people who were homesick for ·
the only home they knew, the road.
of vocal ballads, Miller's concert
til and sense of community.
Miller sang the occasional love was not to be missed. Arguably the
Miller demonstrated the importance of audience paJticipation by song but with a more realistic tone, best so far ' of the entire Irish
selecting songs such as "Be Easy and indicating the heaJtbreak invoked by Performing Arts performers, Miller
Free," which required the audience many folksongs of love, loss and played with passion and connected
to sing along. To an audience that death. "The Broom of the Countin' with the audience.
The next performance in the
wasn't used to such active participa- House," which tells the tale of a poor
man in love with a rich girl, was del- series is Nov. 14, with t1autist and
, ~ tion, it was a rare but welcome
opportunity to sing along. This icately woven by Miller's folksy piper John Skelton.
BY SARA PORTER

Sara Quiroz! Thl! Curren t

to pull the University together in
unity.
'We want to strengthen the old traditions and introduce new ones on
campus," Flees said
The
next Student Alumni
Association m eeting will be held
October .23, at 12:30 p.m. at the

Joe Flees, coor-.
dinator of the
UM·St. Louis
Student Alumni
Association,
speaks
Wednesday during a meeting at
the Millennium
Student Center.
The next student
Alumni
Association meet·
ing will be held
Oct. 23, at 12:30
p.m. at the Alumni
Center at 7956 .
Natural Bridge
Road.

Alumni Center on UM-St. Louis's
North Campus, 7956 Natural Bridge
Road.
Membership to the Student
Alumni Association is open to any
students who would like to join. For
more information, contact Flees at
314-516-4535 or atjoe@umsl.edu.

EDITOR
CATHERINE

"Gallery presents video art
television with feet walking backwards, but CaJter and
Giles decided instead to pul the television on a pivot so
Senim- Writer
it would rotate. "If we had let it stay in place, we realized
it wouldn' t seem as endless, people would just look at it
for a few minutes and then leave." Carter said . "But the
There is an exhibit at the St. Louis Art Museum tllat way it is now, it invites the person to follow the video ."
many people simply pass by without offering a second
"It almost seems like the feet in the video are follow(or even first) glance. The exhibit consists of five televi- ing the person," Carter said . "It's like a mirror, but it
sions in a circle, with people giving the same speech on isn't."
The second work, a sculpture by Carter called "A
each one, but out of sync with each other. To most people, this seems like an odd exhibit, but it ~s an example Vague Sensation of Paradise," fearures a crate that
of video art, an artistic method
appears to be vibrating
(thanks to some rotating
that· is currently gaining popuspokes). ''The crate is usually
larity.
thought of as traveling from
Gallery 210 is hosting an
place to place," Carter said.
exhibit dedicated to video art
"This one is stationary, but
featuring the work of husbandyet it's still moving."
and-wife conceptual artists Jeff
The third work, a feature
Carter and Susan Giles. Their
by Giles, cousists of three
display "Waves pace" will be
featured in Gallery 210 from
videos: "urn," "space" and
"vagueness." Each video feaOct. 10 to Dec. 7.
tures Giles in a practice job
"Video is getting to be a popinterview using filler words
ular art now that cameras are
such as ''um.'' "you know,"
more affordable," said Barry
Huh" and others in an attempt
Blinderman. director of the
to reveal language, Giles said.
University Galleries of Illinois
"When we were in Asia. 1
State University. "It used to be
became more aware of the
thirty years ago, people wouldway these phrases are used
n't consider photography as an
after 1 tried to learn a foreign
artistic mediuifn, because 'everylanguage, , Giles said. "These
one could do it' Now, it's quite
videos, particularly "vaguepopular, same willi video. It
ness," show how we use
takes an artLstic eye. '
words in an attempt to hide
. 'We don' t get to see much
who we really are."
video as an art form in St. Louis,
Blinderman, who hosted
not as much as wesnould," said
CaJter's and Giles's work in a
Gallery 2.10 Director Terry
previous art exhibit in illinois
Suhre. "This, presented an
State, said that their work is a
opportunity to bring it to St.
Louis."
.
study in contrast. 'We have a
video showing feet when
"\Vavespace" consists of
Sara Quiroz The Curre1l1
most videos would show
three of Carter 's and Giles's
other things," Blindennan
works. The first, "Footage," a
Video installation "Urn,
said. 'We have a crate that
collaboration between Carter
(Space), and Vagueness" by
shouldn't move but does , and
and Giles, is . a rotating video
Susan Giles.
we have tlu'ee videos showing
montage of feet, recorded on the
words thal are usually edited
duo's trip to Bali. "We realized
out."
how little that we, as tourists,
Carter and Giles do not want to be labeled solely as
see. Tourists see all the sights, but they can't experience
the\.vmld like the locals do, " Carter said. 'We wanted to video artists. "I am a sculptor, and I use whatever medium is necessary," Giles said. "Video just seemed approshow a minimal view that tourists see."
The video was originally going to be just a stationary priate for the message I wanted to convey."
BY SARA PORTER
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Hypnotist arrives
at Pilot House
BY SARA PORTER

Sen ior \\"riter
Hypnotism is something that has
baffled some, entertained others,
confused more, and either helped or
pro\ided fun for it~ participant<;. Dr.
Gary Laundre, author, behavioral
therapist and hypnotist, put on a free
show at 6 p.m., Oct. 17, in the Pi lot
House.
Laundre was chosen from a
group
known
as
Kramer
Entertainment by sugg~'lio n from
Deni Kiehl, Student Services
Advisor. Kiehl thought of the idea of
inviting a hypnotist upon suggestion
at a meeting of the NACA (National
Association) of Campus Acti vities .

--"-We saw students
getting hypnotized,
and most of it was
very tunny
- Deni Kiehl

--"

"(With Kramer) you can get a really
great deal on entertainers," Kiehl
said. "I have seen some videos of
hypnotists at other campuses, and
they have quite a bit of interest."
Kiehl said that the videos that she
had seen were quite entertaining.
"We've had several videos of different hypnotist," Kiehl said. "We saw
students getting hypnotized and most
of it was very funny."
Even though Laundre has never
appeared at UM-St Louis before, he
has connectious to one of the previous
visiting entertainers, Jabili Afrika
(who performed in September). Both
Jabili and Laundre are from Kramer
Entertainment, and Kiehl says that
Laundre "helped Jabili with their
stage presence."
Though he is a professional hyp-

notist, Laundre also practices hypnosis for therapeutic purposes such as
treating phobias. Laundre performs
seminars, lectures and workshops on
a process called "Mind Tuning" and
has viritten several books, including
"How to Expand Your Comfort
Zone."
"Dr. Gary is a bit different than
most hypnotists," Kiehl said. "Most
hypnotists are for entertainment purposes. He also uses hypnosis for
.
medical reasons."
Despite this, Kiehl says that
Laundre's main purpose is entertainment "That's the whole point of his
coming here - for entertainment, "
Kiehl said. "Some people are more
susceptible to hypnosis thaJl others,
so I would love it if a "Doubting
Thomas" would come aIld be hypnotized.
"1 think being hypnotized would
be fun. like those horoscopes that tell
you it's for entertainment, and not to
be taken verbatim," Kiehl said.
Kiehl said that she doesn't know
if she believes in hypnosis. "I have
never been hypnotized." Kiehl said.
"But fm going to volunteer."
Other activities that Student
Activities is planning for the month
of October include:
"Darkness and More"- a visit to
three of SI. Louis' haunted attractions. Oct 18. Tickets are $ 10, and
registration is still open.
Spa Day - in the Pilot House on
Oct. 24- a day for stress relieving
exercL<;es.
Fright Fest- A group will leave
for SLX Flags SI. Louis for their
annual Fright Fest on Oct. 26. Price
is admission and registration is still
open
Great Skate - A trip to a local
skating rink, Oct. 30.
Costume Contest - Oct. 31. There
""ill a judged competition in the Pilot
House. Prizes will be given for costumes in various categories.

MARQUIS-HOMEYER '

Features Editor
phone: 516-4886
fax: 516-6811

Provincial
House offers
historical
.perspective
BY KATE DROLET
- _._... - .

Staff \Kinter
Most of the Provincial House
residents have heard the rumors
about the history of the residence ...,
halls. One of the more popular
myths is that the complex used to
be a convent/insane asylum. While ,
these stories are fun to hear. that's ;
all they are - stories. On Oct. 4,
Sister Genevieve, an active mem- ,
ber of the Sisters of Charity, gave a •
.
tour and related the history of the
South Campus residence halls.
Provincial House was originally
the horne of the Lucas Family.
Around 1914, the house was
bought by the Sisters of Charity, a
wealthy group of women that
worked to assist the poor.
The Sisters of Charity organization was founded in the early 16005
in Paris by Louise de Marillac and
VIncent de PauL Elizabeth Ann
Seton founded a community of sisters in America. The Sisters strived
to treat people with care, respect
and dignity, no matter how poor
they were. While this organization
was Catholic based, the sisters •
were not actually nuns.
The original structure consisted
of what is now the administration •
part of the buildihg (where the •
Honors College and . Residential •
Life offices are located). Seton
Hall was later added and served as
the donnitory and seminary for
young sisters.
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Nicking the .
Do 't forg~t neck to heal
-

Sometimes my role as editor-in- during the meeting, many members (If '.
chief puts me in an odd position. I the faculty asked for the names.
observe something bappen that is Reidhead refused to give them at first,
newsworthy and important for my claiming that those names did not matreaders. That same event, however, ter and that Pacheco had not officially
may not be reportable in a regular begun his search. The majority, or at
news format due to the large amount least the vocal majority, of the faculty
of background information needed to did not consider this an adequate ~
understand what actually occurred. response. Reidhead finally relented
two hours into the
Usually, in such a
meeting to list the
case, what I witness is
names.
not. positive. At such
he
However,
times, I become both
never got that far.
the scop and the Green
As Reidhead was
Knight
making his way to
The Faculty Senate
the blackboard to
meeting
on .
write the names
Wednesday, OCL 16, is
Pacheco is considerone of those times.
ing for the interim
I should probably
chancellor,
set this up with a note:
Chancellor Blanche
Van Reidhead, associate
professor
of~TA~_FO.~GRIFF:IT'H M.
Touhill. ~
Editor-i n-Chiej
announced, "The
anthropology, is the
Current is representof
the
chairman
Faculty Senate, which is the ruling ed here. " Reidbead stopped dead in his
body of the faculty at UM-St. Louis. . tracks and said that the names should
He strives hard to do what he feels is not be announced because someone
best for the University as a whole. might then discuss them. Since when
Reidhead in his role is also supposed is honest discussion about one of the .tt.
to represent and present the faculty as University'S most pressing issues a
problem?
a whole in any meeting.
One astute faculty member tried to
During Pacheco's last visit to UMSt. Louis, he discussed with Reidhead make a motion to have the names
and several other people specific announced. He was told that there
names of candidates for the interim weren't enough present.
Another member slyly said that
chancellor position. Pacheco undoubtedly did so for several reasons; the Reidbead was right not to announce
most glaring reason, however, is also the names.
The meeting was immediately
the most disturbing: In speaking with
the chairman of the Faculty Senate, ended by someone other than
Pacheco can claim that he discussed Chainnan Reidhead..
So just because a member of a stuthose names with the main representative of the faculty. A large number of dent organization was sitting in on an
the faculty at the meeting, however. open meeting in a room with the door ~
expressed their view that Reidhead wide o~n in a busy public building,
was not acting in his role as chairman the names weren't announced.
Forget the holly bob; next time I'll
of the Faculty Senate at that time.
At least four times (I lost track) just send a spy!

the· old ones
A quick glance over the newly .
posted course schedule for Winter
2003 reveals something disturbing to
juniors and seniors and something joyous for freshmen and sophomore :
There are many ooO-level and 100level classes being offered, but very
few 200-level and 300-level classes
are available.
Freshman and sophomore retention
is important and is largdy tied to the
number of lower-le e! classes a Unlversity otfers. The retention is especially importan t during m1-St.
Louis's time shrinking budgets. If students remain at the University. that's
more money in the University 'S
account.
This
appeal-to-the-incoming
approach to class offerings. however.
is detrimental to tho e who are already
here and prepruing to graduate.
A more concrete example might be
best: All UM-St. Louis graduates are
required to have a freshman writing
cla'iS and a junior wliting cl< " . Both
are taught lhrough the Eng Ii. h
Department. In the c l a~s schedule for
Winter 2003 are 12 sections of English
010. Freshman Composition. and -8
sections of various junior-level wri ting
classes for a total of 70. However.
there are only 32 enior-le vel classc
being offered. While that may sound
like enough. the Engli 'h Department,
like most University departments,
requires a eertain number of concentration areas to be satisfi ed to_ fulfill
graduation requirements. Man of
tho s e
300-level
offerin gs
either fall
into the
same area

Department is also similarly affected
due to Uniyersity requirements of certain math courses. The same thing
goes for the Foreign Languages and
Litemtures Department. And the list
goes on. These departments do not
have a choice. They must offer the
classes .
Removing the general education
requirements is not necessary or practical. For many freshmen and sophomores. it's in those first required classes where they decide their major or
Jiscoyer their career calling. A widely
based. well-grounded, liberal education is essen(;li to being a Well-r01li1ded person, something employers are
constantly seeking.
The olution to this problem is
unclear because of the budget.
The obvious answer is to hire more
professors and instructors . Hiring.
however, has been overall frozen. So,
getting more qualified teachers does
not seem like a likely option.
Offerin g fe wer sections of the
lasses might help, but that is certainly
an extra workload placed on those
who must teach the larger sections. A
few xu-a papers to grade per student
per cla% add up quickly.
Making professors and lecturers leach more cla~ es is another
option . But that means that most will
be spread so thin that they cannot
effectively teach any class. let alone
one or two more than they already are
leaching. In ,orne cases. however, the
way
ourse-Ioad re.ductions are
a pproved
1 might
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need some
redesign.
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So while
the solution is not
clear, the
problem is:
Juniors and
seniors
(and
to
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This is
not
to
fault the
Engli s h
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F I NE"

Department.
It must offer a large number of sections of the classes the University
requires each student to take prior to
graduation. Thus, faculty members
must fill those classes before thcy can
offcr upper-level classes. So. many
faculty who are highly qualified to
teach a certain 3OO-level class must
teach 010 or a 200-level writing class.
The English Department is not the
only place where this occurs, but it is,
perhaps , the hardest hit. The
Mathematics and Computer Science

m e

degree
graduate
students)
are being
hurt
by
course
schedules
that mostly
concentrate
efforts
on

EDUC.ATJ
- ----

0

retaining freshrmm
and sophomores and attracting freshman and transfer students.
Freshmen and sophomores,
don't think you get out of this that easil y. If it's like this now, and the enrollment is increasing while faculty members are leaving and retiring and not
being replaced, how do you think it
will be when you are pondering over
the course schedule trying to pick up
the classes you need to graduate?

While freshman
and sophomore
classes ate being
offered to those
who are not scrambUng to graduate,
j uniors and seniors
are being left out
in their quest for
those few remaing
senior-level classes
they need.

The University
reconsider its policies for selecting

UM-St. Louis students ~

classes to be
offered. Find a way

needs of all students, not just
those who show
promise to bring
the University more
much-needed
money.

Tell us What you thinkl OroptlS
a line at t he office. 388 MSC,

or online at

our :w-eb site

What's your opinion?
;

E-MAIL

info@thecurrentonline.com
Letters to the editor should be
brief, and those not exceeding
200 words will be given preference. We edit letters for clarity,
length and grammar. All letters
must be signed and include a
daytime phone number.
Students must include their
student 10 number.
Faculty and staff must include
their title(s) and department(s).

How do you feel about the
topics we've written about?
.

You can make your voice
heard in a variety of ways!

have an advantage

to balance the

• Chancellor's search
• Studentsd work ethics
• Shortchanging uppergraduates
• Submit a Letter to the Editor
• Write a Guest Commentary
• Visit the Online Forums at
TheCurrentOnline.com

,

Students at UM -St. Louis have an
In my case, my parents help me
advantage over those at other wliver- out a lut fmancially, but I know not all 4 I
sities. That advantage is that things of us are so fortunate. I have always
aren't handed to us on a silver platter. admired those that I know that are my
A professor of mine brought this to age and that support themselves while
the attention of his class last week, going to school. It is a pretty impresand he was right.
sive thing and a pretty difficult thing.
We have all heard that a students'
Though having something handed
to you often sOWlds like a good GPA doesn't mean much after they
means to an end, there is a lot to be have graduated and are looking for a .
said, and learned, by earning what job. Whether this is true or not, I'm
you have. I believe
not 'sure. I do know
this makes for a wellthat previous experi. rounded, hard-workence and knowledge
ing person that is
of how businesses
learning every -day,
work are just as good,
inside and outside the
if not better, than a '
classroom.
great GPA.
Most students at
Work ethic is the
UM-St. Louis go to
most
important
school full-time, work
attribute a student can
full-time and make
possess . A stFong
their own ends meet
work ethic does not
without much help.
ANN_~_ ~:AU_-=FI__ ___ . come from lying
This university is
around and letting
Managing Editor
known for having a
others do the dirty
lack of student involvement on cam- work. Going out and experiencing
pus, but not necessarily because stu~ things , working hard to achieve
dents dqn't care. These students are . goais, doing things without outside
spending their time doing other activ- help these are all ways to achieve a
ities to better themselves and their strong work ethic. If a person is to do
futures and to pay their bills.
these things, they. need to get into the
.
'
This professor compared UM-St. nitty~gritty of life.
. Louis students to those at other.
UM- St. Louis is widely considschools, particularly UM-Columbia. ered to be a commuter campus.
He said students at other universities Trekking back and forth across St.
spend their time ' drinking, partying Louis to get to class is a lot different
and letting their parents pay their than strolling across the campus .
tuition bills, but UM-St. Louis stu- from a donn. It is commendable that ~
dents are more responsible.
there are as many students attending
He also said that he knows class as there are. It would be all too
employers that like to hire gradmltes easy to sit at home and decide, "It's
from UM-St. Louis because they too far for me to drive to class from
know they are hard workers. I am here. I think I'll just skip." But we
thankful, for myself and other stu- are there every day because we have
dents, that someone is noticing.
determination.
"
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Nalicia Williams
Sophomore
Elementary Education

. Kim Kohne
Junior
Optometry

Shaun Rivera
Senior
Computer Science
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I would probably play
less Tekken.

I have always wanted to go
to college.

I would stop my procrastination.

I would Uke to be thinner.

Esther Griffin
C-Store Employee

•
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LEFT and BELOW:
Scott Kirchoff, of the UM-St • .
Louis Rivermen Golf team
demonstrates his winning
technique.
"Golf is such an intriguing game
to me," Kirchoff said. "It isphysically impossible to experience
the perfect round of golf."

Photos by Mike Sherwin! Tbe CurTent

Kirchoff well-prepared for his final
BY JOE CURTIS

StaJfWriter
As a freshman, four years ago, Scott
Kirchoff became part of a struggling
UM-St. louis men's golf team. The
teanl was worried that it wasn't going to
have enough guys to fill the . roster of
five, but now entering his senior yem~
Kirchoffhas seen his squad do anything
but struggle over the past four years.
''The beginning of my freshmml
year, we were not .sure that we would
have enough for a teanl. At the end of
that year, I was standing on a tee, competing for the national championship,"
Kirchoff said.
Since Kirchoff's arrival the golf
teanl has attended tv,'o national chanlpionships, and in his final year, the senior
hopes to finish with a win in the final
tournament. ''There would be no better
feeling than to know that I could end
my career at the national championships," Kirchoff said

Kirchoff's golf career began early the Country Club of St. Alban's, I drove classmen to have the experience of
Four
years
when his grandfather took him to a a ball estimated at 380 yards with a dri- playing in a tournament such as the after coming to a
nine-hole course in Vandalia, Missouri, ver-saJ.ld wedge," Kirchoff said.
NCAA National . Championship, struggling golf
at the age of eight. The early beginThe senior has used his early years because it provides an environment like program ,
nings have given Kirchoff the upper playirig for UM-St louis to discover no other. Plus, they will have the time Kirchoff has laid
hmld when facing his opponents.
that perfection is not necessary in the . to reflect on it like 1 did," Kirchoff said. . the foundation for a
Reflecting on his career, Kirchoff successful UM-St.
In 2001, he eamed,First Tearp All- game of golf. "Growing up has made
Conference in the Great Lakes Valley me understand that you do not have to says that the aspect of his game that he Louis golf squad.
. Conference and has provided solid play hit every shot flawlessly to score well," is most proud of is his putting, because Building a cbamover his career, helping his teanl to two he said. "As a freshman, when I shot of his great improvements during col- pionship team
national championship invitatiOlis.
bad, iny scores would be800r81. Now lege play. The downside of his game, starts somePlaying college golf for four years when I have a bad round, I shoot a 76." . he says, is his ability to close. where, aJ.ld
has allowed Kirchoff to learn from his
Kirchoff says that the mark of a true ''Numerous times I have put myself in
mistakes and to improve even more on golfe-r is how he or she shoots on aJ.l off the position to win collegiate events,
his strong points. ''My game has . day. "When Tiger Wocids or Phil and every time I walked away empty. A
changed drastically over the four years. Mickelson play "l;Jad," they shoot 69. bad swing here ' or a wrong decision
I hit the ball farther off the tee, hit irons That is why they are the best," Kircoff there can cost you the championship,"
closer to the pin, and 1make more putts. said.
he said.
But the biggest change has been how I
Kirchoff's main goal is to graduate
"Golf is such aJ.l intriguing game to
1bis spring season brings
score when I mll hitting the ball poorly," me. It is physically impossible to expe- in May 2003 with a degree in market- to a close the senior's collegiate career,
Kirchoff said
rience the perfect round of golf."
ing. Pursuing a job in sales or possibly and he hopes to guide his team to a win
Proving that his balls are traveling
Learning from his mistakes allows continuing his education with a mas- in the NCAA National Championship
farther, Kirchoff drove his farthest ball the senior to be a mentor to his young ter's degree at UM-Columbia will be in Tournament. Also, hoping for his team
over the summer of 2002. "Qualifying team, which consists of all underclass- the golfer's future. Regardless, Kirchoff to progress in the futLire, Kirchoff said,
for
the
U.S . Amateur
Golf men, with the exception ofsenior Kyle said, "Golf will be included in whatev- "I wmlt this program to continue to
Championship on a 490-yard par 5 at Szcesniak. "I would like the under- er I do."
improve after I'm gone."

fie:ua 9;1 1),0-1.'; j
UM t. tOnlS'" men's accer team
defeated SlUE 1-0 on OCL 18. The
Rivermen now have a 6-5-1 overall
record and a 5-1-1 Great Lakes Valley
Conference re.cord The team is currently.in third place in the GLVC.

On Oct 15, the Rivermen suffered
a 3-2 loss to McKendree. David
Walters scored with 40 minutes left in
the fm;t periex!. Early in the second
period, Jeff Stegman scored his tenth
goal of the season.
The Beaf ats tied the game as
Francisco Mosca hit the upper right
comer of the UM-St. Louis net.
McKendree' Mosca scored the gamewinning goal with just over 10 minute;;; left in the game.

LEFT:
UMSL midfielder Anthony
Rivituso closes in on
McKendree player Kit Gaither
during Tuesday evening's
game.

EDITOR
HANK BURNS

Sports Editor

I

BELOW:
UMSL midfielder Nick Carron
breaks away in the first half of
play Tuesday evening.
Photos by Mike Sherwin! Tbe CUn1ml

phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811
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Up

Soccer
Oct. 25
• Men - 5 p.m.
vs. Wisconsin-Parkside
• Women - ,7:30 p.m.
vs. Wisconsin-Parkside

27
• Men - Noon
vs. St. Joseph's
• Women - 2:30 p.m.
vs. St. Joseph's

29
• Men - 7 p.m.
vs. Missouri Valley

Nov. 2

['14·';i fld: f Vi

• Men - 7 p.m.
at M issouri Southern

e ];\

Riverwomen Edge Cougars 3-1

• Basketball Tip-off
Luncheon set for Nov. 7

.• Website makes tennis
an easy sport to learn

• Online service for
Olympic sports news

The UMSL volleyball team
notched a big conference win
Wednesday night with a 3-1 win over
SIU Edwardsville', winning by scores
of 16-30, 30-28, 30-25, 30-24.
UMSL improved to 11-7 in the
season and 2-3 in the GLVC while
SlUE fell to 13-7 overall an d 3-2 in
the GLVC.

The UM-St. Louis men's and
women's basketball teams will hold
their annual tip-off luncheon on
Thursday, November 7, at 12 noon.
The event will once again be held at
the Downtown Missouri Athletic Club.
TIckets can be purchased by contacting the UMSL Alumni Relations
Office at 314-516-6453.

TennisTeacher.com, through the
Online Tennis Academy, makes tennis
one of the easiest sports to leam. The
website maps out breakthrough tennis
teaching methodology. The author,
Oscar Wegner; former pro/internation al coach, used these methods.
Call Wegner at 1-888-999-0077 for
more information_

Sportsfeatures.com is the most
complete reference site for all things
Olympic. It includes sports politics,
drug scandals, sports personalities, the
latest lobbying by Olympic sports, all
written by top in-the-know journalists.
Sportsfeatures.com is the Olympic site
that has no hidden agendas or bias
because all viewpoints - sometimes as

• UMSL Beats SlUE -

many as 150 stories from around the
world
are
posted
daily.
Sportsfeatures.com draws on the
resources of more than .1()() newspapers, magazines and other sources in
one easily read, easily navigated site.
Sports Features Communications is
a U.S. based, independently owned, Eclipping news service designed to meet
the need of sports officials around the
globe who must stay on top of the latest information.

River'lwome'n are set to make their mark in the GLVe

The ABCs of Sports
HANK BURNS

HFLB4@juno.com.

In the beginning of it~ 2002 season,
the UM-St. louis women's soccer
leam had a rather bumpy start. The
team lost its Aug. 31 season opener
versus GaJ.lllon 1-0 in overtime. The
Riverwomen followed that up with a
2-1105s to Mercyburst on Sept 1. The
team did finally claim its first victOI)"
a 2-1 win over Ferris State on Sept. 6.
From that point on, the Riverwomen
have compiled an 8-3 overall record
and a 4-2 record in Great Lakes Valley
Conference play.
UM-St Louis, now 9-6 overall and
5-2 in GLVC play, has had many
major contributors this season. TIle
following is a look at those key players
who have led the Riverwomen squad
this season.

Forward Lindsey Siemens
A consummate athlete, Lindsey
Sieme.ns has played in all 14 games for
the Riverwomen this season and sets
an example for the rest of her teanl.
Siemen.~, who has set the tone for the
Riverwomen this season leads her
team \'lith 8 goals, 3 assists and 19
points. In addition, Siemens is first on
the te.am in gmnes won, with four, and
second in shot percentage, with .267.
Midfielder Sonya Hauan
Throughout the '02 season, only
three players have recorded gamewinning shots. Sonya Hauml, who is
second on the teanl in all but two
offensive categories, has scored two
game-winning goals this season.

Hauan has 8 goals, 3 assists aJ.ld 17
points. She leads the team in penalty
kicks with two and in shot percentage
with .269.
GREAT L AKES VA LLEY
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Goalkeeper Rebecca Senn
On the UM-St. louis '02 roster,
there me: two goalies. Each goalie is a

senior, aJ.ld one is a red shirt. For some
teams , this scenario might not bode
well. Howeve.r, the OM-St. Louis
team i~ doing fine with Rebecca Senn
in goal. Senn bas 78 saves and a .821
saves percentage. She also has a 1.18
goal average, having allowed 17 goals
in the 14 gaJ.lles in which she has
played for the Ri verwomen.
With all their key players, it seems
as though the Riverwomen will be able
to make some waves in regular season
and postseason play. The team has
three gaJ.lles left in the regular season
and all are conference match-ups.
AsiLle from the team's record and
standings, all stats are through Oct. 17.

6
• Men and women
at GLVC Tournament

Volleyball
Oct. 25
• 7 p.m.
vs. Southern Indiana

26
• 1 p.m.

vs. Kentucky Wesleyan

Nov. 1
• 7 p.m.
vs. Lewis

26
• 1 p.m.
vs. Kentucky Wesleyan

WEB
Check out the R-men
and R-women sports at
www.umsl-sports.com
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Tay', a delightful fantasy
.

tells her that the only way to help her
parents is to work at the bath house
run by the very sc;ny witch, Yubara
(Susarrne Pleshette). Yubara puts her

SARAPo~

Sen ior Wnle1'
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CATHERINE
_A ,RQUIS-HOMEYER
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A&E Editor

phone: 516-4886
fax: 516-6811
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Movies

There is a lot of dissention among
animation fans, particularly online,
who are clivided mostly into two
camps: anime vs. Disney. Many
Disney fans find anime films "too
stylized, too dark, and not at all family friendly. " While many anime fans
[lid Disney films "too lighthearted,
too jokey and cliched while trying to
pander to the modem audiences."
None of these accusations can be further from the truth, and the animated
feature "Spirited Away" proves it.
Made by premiere anime director,
Himayo Miyazaki and clistributed by
Walt Disney stuclios, "Spirited Away"
skillfully combines both styles; the
fantasy of Disney with the thematic
issues of anime to show a masterful
film that brings out the best qualities
of both sides.
The film opens with Chihiro
(Daveigh Chase in her second animated film role this year after Lilo, in
"Lilo and Stitch"). Chihiro is a spoiled
sullen little girl who is dreading an
upcoming move to a new house and a
new school. Her parents (Michael
Chiklis and Lauren Holly) try to
remain cheerful on the way, but fmd
themselves lost after Dad takes a
detour. The three end up in a village
that looks like an abandoned theme
park, and Mom and Dad help themselves to the food. They get turned
into pigs as a result (the effect is
creepier than it sounds.)
Terrified, Chihiro is left on her own
in this strange world that becomes
inhabited by ghosts, monsters and
other odclities as soon as the sun goes
down. A helpful, but mysterious
young man, Hak-u (Jason Marsden),

fairy tale elements creep up into this
modem movie while still creating an
original world from ,them. This movie
could very well be akin to such films

\,

,/

"Rumplestilskin" and other stories.
The world is populated by Oriental
dragons, ghosts and sprites. It takes a
genius to use concepts that were used

\

Photo courtesy of Walt Disney Studios
A ten-year-old girl named Chihiro remembers falling into a river as a very young girl and nearly
drowning in this scene from Miyazaki's "Spirited Away."

to work under the gruff eight-legged
Kamaji (David Ogden Stiers), and the
cynical Lin (Susan Egan). While
working in the bathhouse, Chihiro's
name is taken from her (that is apparently how Yubara gets her power by
stealing others' names and identities) .
So, the young girl must work to free
her parents and herself from Yubara's
spen, all the while learning about caring for others.
"Spirted Away" is a perfect study
in fairy tale conventions. Miyazaki
clearly does his homework as many

as ''WIZard of Oz" or "Harry Potter"
which impress the auclience with a
world of fantasy and magic. The plot
itself is similar to the ''Beast Man"
stories, in which a protagonist or
someone close to them is turned into
an animal, and the protagonist must
accomplish a task before freeing
them. Yubara ' is the latest in literary
wicked witches. most reminiscent of
the evil Baba Yaga in Russian folklore
who enticed people to work for them
before eating them. The whole narnmg motif can be found in

before and give his or her own spin on
it, and Miyazaki is one of those
geniuses.
"Spirited Away" will. no doubt
hearken compatisons to Miyazaki's
previous masterpiece, "Princess
Mononoke," but the two fIlms could
not be more clifferent from each other.
"Mononoke" was a more serious,
thought-provoking film that featured
strong characterization and realistic
battles. "Spirited Away" is a more
lighthearted family affair, with less
developed but still engaging charac-

ters and a more fanciful sening. Both
films ,a re equally well made and
voiced.
The voice acting. in this film is
superb. Most of .the actors, such as
Chase, Pleshette, M arsden, Egan and
perennial Disney favorite Stiers are
Disney alumni that have lent their
voices to previous Disney productions. It's no wonder that these actors
keep getting hired to do voice work
considering the range they give their
characters. Just like with Lilo, Chase
makes Chihiro into a very normal
realistic child, full of flaws, energy
and hyperactivity. That she pulls off
the spoiled brat that Chihiro is at the
beginning and the humble brave little '
girl that she becomes shows great
depth in Chase's talent.
As the male protagonist, Marsden
gives Haku a very dark but kind character. He is the type of character that
no one else nusts, but Chihiro is
dra\vn to him simply because he was
the first person who talked to her. He
also has some secrets that get more
interesting the further involved the
auclience is in the movie. Egan and
S tiers do fine in their roles as
Chihiro's most trusted friends, giving
them a sense of experience and loyalty to the girL
Pleshette 's Yubara is a slight downside to the film. She is a very frightening presence, particularly when she
yells at Chihiro and fIre emerges from
hcr mouth and also when she turns
into a vulture, but she is a somewhat
one-dimensional and dull villain. A little of her goes a long way,'and by the
end I was glad to be rid of her.
"Spirited Away" shows what
Disney and anime can do when they
get together. Ironically, this film is better than many of the ftJms that they
have done separately.

1m openings are subject to

Oct. 25
ept Away - romantic comeremake of Italian classic,
ith Madonna, director Guy
itchie
unch-Drunk Love - comedy
th Adam Sandler, directed by
T Anderson
owling For Columbine - bitg satire from Michael Moore,
ho did 'Roger and Me'
ackass: the movie - movie
rsion of the TV show
he Truth About Charlie make of 'Charade,' with Mark
ahlberg ,
aid In Full - drama about
arlem, three kids, and drugs
eaven - luminous, haunting
lm with Cate Blanchette, last
ript from acclaimed filmmakr Krzysztof Kieslowski, directd by Tom Twyker ('Run Lola
un')
he Grey Zone - based on a
ue story of Auschwitz, stars
arvey Keitel and Mira Sorvino,
irected by Tim Blake Nelson
'0', co-star of '0 Brother
here Art Thou')
omedian - behind-the-scenes
ok comedy, with Jerry
einfeld
aking Up in Reno - comedy
bout two Arkansas trailerpe couples who head to
eno, NV, starring Billy Bob
horton and Charlize Theron

The wizard's throne is in the bathroom
~y C~L1E BRIG~

ignores the fact that he clied entirely.
"Click Merlin and make him walk to the
trearn," I squint suspici usly '!TId gnash my
teeth, but follow the instructions. A fireball falls
from heaven, lea-pow! Plunk.
"Oick Merlin and make him walk to the

A&E Associate

I am hereby requesting that the company
responsible for "Age of Wonders II: The
Wizard's Throne" change its name from
"Triumph Studios" to "Three Guys with Head stI'e<lITl."
Trauma." I've said it before, and obviously
"13 ut, but," I sputter, "this is supposed to be
these three guys weren't paying attention: you the training leveL" Somewhere, somehow, three
must play-test your game before you ship it.
guys widl head -trauma are responsible for this, I
So I watched the secthink to myself. I look for
ond-rate, ill-scripted, poorsomewhere else to go, some
ly-acted intro movie about
other spell to cast Nothing.
some guy named Merlin
Faithfully, I try to cross
Once you get into again, only to be thwarted
(who happens to be a second-rate, poorly-acted wizthe game, the variety by fire from the hand of a
ard) . Then the head-trauma
of units and special cruel, cligital God. ' Perhaps
guys decide to throw you
upstream? Ka-pow!
powers are what set further
into the game, despite the
Plunk.
this game above other
total irreconcilability of the
That's about as far as I
intro and the game.
RTS games. got in AoWll.
"Click Merlin and make
The graphics are nice.
him walk to the stream."
The stream gets all shiny
Sure, okay, not particularly
and icy when I cast my
enthralling, but I am a vet- .
spell, and the "plunk" of
eran of these games. I survived "Heroes IV" Merlin drowning in the stream becomes · more
(though the development team clid not). I can and more satisfying with every suicidal attempt
handle this.
to ford the slow-current of the creekbed. Beware
So I walk my little man to the stream and, fol- evildoers, the Mighty Merlin is coming to spank
lowing the instructions, cast the "Freeze Terrain" the naughtiness out of you, just so long as he
spell to make it solid. I take two steps across doesn't have to wade through six inches of water
and .. . Ka-pow! A massive fireball falls from the first.
sky, melting the icy stream and plunking into the
Scenario play is less satisfying than the camwater Merlin, who immecliately drowns . Ah, I paign, because it wasn 't filled with yummy
see," I say to myself, "scripted death as a plot repeat-drowning experiences, but at least I got to
device meant to draw me in."
see the recruitable units and combat effects
Fortunately, Merlin is immediately resurrect- (other than fireball). It's fun. Not great, but fun.
ed, but instead of teaching me a valuable lesson
Once you get into the game, the variety of
about the dangers of creek-wading, the game units and special powers (not to mention spells

--"--
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and skills of your wizard) are what set this game
above other RTS games. Becal.)se of the number
of options and styles of play, AoWll actually
proves to be a great multiplayer experience. If
you're one of those gamers with a dedicated
group of friends on a LAN that is used exclusively to play fantasy RTS games, then you'll

really get your money's worth out of the game.
It's also great if you' ve suffered severe mental
breakdown due to massive head trauma and you
truly enjoy drowning a small cligital wizard
repeatedly. For anyone else, AoWll is just a
glitchy game that will swiftly become your
favorite forty-dollar beverage coaster.

Noy. 1
utofocus - indie drama about
he secret life and mysterious
eath of TV star and amateur
ornographer Bob Crane
Spy - action/comedy based
n the '60s TV show, with
ddie Murphy and Owen
ilson
rida - A fantasy-like film
bout Mexican artist Frida
ahlo, with Salma Hayek,
irected by Julie Taymor, who
id The Lion King' on Broadway
nd the mm/ie 'Titus'
he Santa Clause 2 - comedy
equel with Tim Allen
'

Nov. 8
bbit-Proof Fence ustralian 1930s historical
rama, from director of 'Sliver'
Mile - drama starring rapper
minem

Nov. 15
alf Past Dead - action thriller
'th Steven Seagal, Morris
hestnut

SARA PoRTER

" 'simiorStaffWrilir
Song and dance numbers in a murder mystery? Doesn't quite sound right
but that's what you get, plus a whole lot
of fun, in the new French language parody of 1950s Hollywood movie, "8
Women." You also get French actresses
galore, as this bon-bon stars neatly
every French actress familiar to
American aucliences.
Think "Clue" on acid and in French,
too. As strange as it may sound, there
really were Hollywood films in the
fifties that combined mystery, usually a
murder, a few song and dance numbers
tossed in. One thinks of stars such as
Cyd Charisse, David Niven or Cary
Grant, who all starred in something
along these lines. The absurclity of that
idea was combined with the happy,
poppy colors of the era and their sanitized version of scandal to yield this
hilarious parody film
Despite the bizarre premise, "8
Women" is easy to watch and sidesplittingly funny. In typical '50s style,
we open with a beautiful affluent fami-

ly in a beautiful home. The oldest
teenage daughter returns from school to
her loving family at their country estate,
where her wheelchair-bound granny,
glamorous socialite mother, tomboyish
younger sister, scowling maiden aunt
and doting family maid greet her. No
sooner do we get a ''hip'' little pop song
from the teens (a sequence deliciously

--"--

Despite the
bizarre premise,
'8 Women' is easy
to watch and
side-splittingly
funny.

,,--

right for the era and as funny as you can
imagine) than murder is discovered. A
housemaid and a mysterious forgotten
relative are added to bring the total in
the house up to the eight women of the
title. Of course, the phone lines are cut
and the heavy snowfall has trapped

them at the estate. So it is up to the
beautiful daughter and her younger sister to cliscover the clues and find the
killer.
The facts seem to point to one and
then another of the eight women. Of
course, everyone does something suspicious. Secrets and red herrings are
'everywhere. Every plot twist and ev:ery
character gets its tum in the spotlight
. with a song and a dance. Like all musicals, it never makes much sense why
they suddenly burst into, song but that's
part of the fun. The characters are of
every stereotype you've ever seen (the
bitter spinster ' aunt, the impulsive
young girl, the loyal servant), but then
they are even more than what they
appear, as secret after secret is revealed
and the plot twists thicken. The more
convoluted it gets, the more you will .
Photo by Jean-Claude Moireau
clutch your sides with laughter, as this
Ludvine Sagnier (far left), Virginie Ledoyen (left), Catherine
film goes way beyond anything anyone
Deneuve (center left), Danielle Darrieux (center), Isabelle Huppert
ever done in a Hollywood movie of this
(center right), Firmine Richard (right) and Emmanuelle Beart (far
era.
right) star.
This film is just fun - well worth
reading subtitles. For those who know a inherently laughable about films of this everything about the movies it parodies,
bit about fifties films, it is a top pick for era, but this movie goes way beyond the but the more you know, the more you'll
comedy this week There is a lot that is easy laughs. You don't have to know 'laugh. This is absurd parody at its best.
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Of course, using condo.m s is the only way

periods or spotting. Many women stop having

to protect yourself against HIV/AIDS or other

periods altogether after a few months and

sexually transmitted diseases, but 'make sure

some may experience a slight weight gain.

you're also as protected as possible against

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera jf you could

pregnancy. That's why more women than

be pregnant, if you have had any unexplained

ever are choosing Oepo-Provera -

periods, or if you have a history of breast

~

•

it's

99.7% effective when administered on

cancer} blood clots, stroke, or liver disease.

time every 3 months.

Wheh using Depo-Provera, there may be a

Remember, DeQo-PrQvera doesn't groteet

possible decrease in bone density.

you from H IVIAl DS or other sexually

Depo-Provera. One of the best and most

transmitted diseases.

convenient ways to protect yourself from

Some women using Depo-Provera experience
side effects. The most common are irregular

00 ,

if prescription Depo-Proverais right for you .

5,rth control '~ou th\nk aBOut just a.} x a
Please see important product information on adjacent page.
UX002161102

9/02

.

pregnancy. Ask your health care professional

See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-0EPO or
visit Cepo-Provera.coM.

© 2002 Phannacia Corporation
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The chancellor also announced. to
round of applause, that the name of
School of Optometry has been
.
changed to the ColJege of
aJlJtometrv to signify its importance.
A new "freshman" college is in the
_ .•~~.-'-'.
.•'" stages. It will be designed to
retention.
Cottone, professor of counand family therapy, presented
Intercampus Faculty Council
In it, he said that no additional
educational fcc increases
be foreseen. 'He also noted that
increases are one of President
Wlan111eJPacheco's major goals.
The Budget Report, presented by
, noted that 25 percent of those
for early retirement took
That will save the University a
. rclJec:ted $1 million in FY 03 and $1.9
in FY04. The names of those
took VERlP have not been
The two current numbers

..

..

.
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Camp s cnme mcreases

being used for educational fee increas- of the InterinJ Chancellor. "the names
es are 3 percent and 10 percent. are of no significance."
Touhill said that if the 10 percent
"From the president'S view." Susan
increase happens, there will a be sur- Feigenbaum, professor and chair- I
plus in the next five years, except for woman of economics, countered, "the
BY KATE DROLET
the first year. She then wants that search has already begun because of
Stajf \Vriter
money to be used for scholarships.
the conversations with Pacheco."
"Student fees should go up in the
The issue was brought up again at
Crime is a problem that everyone
case of no state-funding increase," the end of the meeting. Reidhead
faces. While students at Um-St Louis
Touhill said.
relented and moved to the blackboard
have a university police department,
college provides an atmosphere that
When Pacheco was last on cam- to write the names of the possible canpus, he met with a select group of didates for the interinJ chancellor he
can tempt criminals.
administration, faculty, staff and stu- had discUssed with Pache o. Reidhead
The 2001 Campus CrinJe Act
dents. The president discussed specif- stopped before picking up the chalk.
Report showed that crime increase.d in
ic names of candidates for the interinJ when Touhill rernillded the Senate that
2001, despite the decrease in enrollchancellor during his visit. Although 'The Current is represented here."
ment According to the report prepared
multiple faculty members requested
The meeting closed shortly after
by Robert Roeseler, director of instituthose names at least four times, they . with no additional business oonducttional safety, the total number of
were never announced during the ed.
offenses increased by six percent la>t
Faculty S'enate meeting ..
The next Faculty Senate meetings
year, with 185 offenses committed in
"[Since] the search committee will be held at 3 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov.
2000 and 210 in 2001. Sgt. Alfred Wrrt
[was] formed," Reidhead said, refer12, in Century Room B of the MSC.
of the UM-St Louis Police
ing to the newly formed Advisory It, like other Senate meetings, is open i Department said, "In response to the
Committee on the Selection Process to the public.
rise in crime, we're inten.s.ifying foot
patrols and in(:reasing overall security."
The number of burglaries jumped
from eight in 2000 to 26 in 200 1. There
were 13 motor vehicle thefts in 2001
and eight in 2000. In 2000, only one
robbery was reported. In 200 1, there
were six. In 200 1, there were two
reported forcible sex offenses, up from
I in 2000. Four aggra\'ated assault
complamts were fIled .i n 2001; only
three were reported in :WOO. Three
1 arrests were made last year involving
weapOn law violations, and five arrests
pertained to dmg law violations. No
drug or weapon law arrests were made
in 2000.
'<1 think vlith reasonable precautions, students are generally safe,"
graduate student Randy Sommers said.
"People need to make sure to be more
aware of their surroundings to prevent
any more problems."
Crime did decrease in a few areas

last year. There were no liquor law violation referrals, while in 2000 there had
been 13 . Instances of theft also

--"--

The 2001 Campus
Crime Act Report
showed that crime
increased in
2001. The total
number of offenses
increased by six
percent last year.

--"

declined from 164 in 2000 to 159 in
2001. The total arrests and referrals
decreased to eight in 2001; in 2000, a
total of 13 arrests and referrals were
made.
Justin Kimble, SGA sergeant-at-

arms and criminal justice major, said,
'There's not much more that they (the
campus police) can do. Right now the
police department is understaffed. The
city promised a bigger department
when the Metro station was built, but
that was never followed up on."
The University strongly encourages
that all crimes occurring within the
UM-St. Louis Police Department's
jurisdiction be reported as soon as possible. Anyone may report crinJes confidentially to academic counselors, the
staff of the Women's Center, or the staff
of Multi-Cultural Relations.
The
Psychological and Student Health
Centers have counselors who take confidential reports as well. Emergency
call boxes are positioned at various
campus locations, and police escort
Services are available as well.
The
UM-St.
Louis
Police
Department may be contacted at extension 5155 or by dialing 911 (emergencies only).

Mike Sherwlnl The CUJ7T?11t

Campus police officers made their presence known on East Drive
last week. The campus has increased foot patrols to combat the
university's rise in crime.

Students get rub down
and relaxation methods were also
offered. These seminars were held in
lajf \V riler
adjoining conference rooms. Each
class lasted approximately balf an hour
¥lhat college studeot wouldn t
and gave visitors the chance to particiaccept free food and a free rubdown?
pate .in diffen:nt stress-relief activities . .
The Holi tic Health and Stress Relief
Health Services also co-sponsored
Fair offered these and
the fair.
They
much more. The fair.
offered
students
held on Oct. 17. invitinfonnation about
ed student! , faculty
Health Services, first
and taff to enj o. a
aid kits, and key
stres '-fre afternoon
chains, and Kathy
during
midterms.
Castulik, health edusomething not easily _
cator for the Health •
fou nd in a college
Services
atmosphere. Nutritious
Department, has a
snacks such as healthdegree in Health and
bars and punch, were
We11ness. Castulik
provided for visitors
said, "In order to
they waited for a masmaintain a stress-free
sage or fur one of the
lifestyle, it's very
relaxation classes to
important to pursue
start.
the six dimensions of
Mike Sherwin! Tbe CurmU
"I've had a really
health.
These
st:ressftil week:, so the
dimensions include
Michelle Herman applies make-up to Nicki Fernandez at
fair was deflnitely
social,
physical,
the Midterm Stress Relief Fair Thursday, Oct. 17.
great for me to visit,"
intellectual,
emoDanielle Fry, sophomore, said. "I came relax."
tional, spiritual and vocational welland got a free massage and went to the
Interfaith Ministries also co-spon- ness. Once these are achieved, a perrelaxation class. We laid on the floor sored the fair. Amanda Harrod, cam- son truly has a perfect scope of health."
while the instructor guided us through pus minister of the Catholic Newman
The Holistic Health and Stress
stress-relieving exercises. I had a great Center, explained, "Having some sort Relief Fair was also co-sponsored by
time."
of faith can give students an outlet to Counseling Services, Black Student
There were many organizations relieve stress. If students have a sense Nurses and \VIld Oats Markets. Each
present. The Bojaki Spa offered free of meaning or purpose,it's easier to organization had a table that offered
massages and coupons for discounts on keep priorities straight and smat! stress- information pertaining to the service it
a variety of the salon's services. The es in perspective."
offered and stress-eliminatiQll inforrnaspa, which is located in the Chase Park
Free classes on meditation, yoga tion.
BY KATE DROLET

Plaza in the Central West End, was one
of the fair's co-sponsors.
"Our job is to make people feel
good on the inside as well as the outside," Bojaki's Manager Nikki
Fernandez. commented. "We understand the college scene and the need to

~_~~-,-/!!2:!! page _~_________.
'We don't want to start down the
road of cutting ourseloves to ribbons."
SGA also took the time to take care
of house business. SOA President Sam
Andemariam spoke to the assembly
. about the progress SGA has made witti.
Riverview Gardens Senior High
SchooL
'We had a meeting to try and estalr
lish an early enrollment program at
Riverview Gardens for the Honors
College at UMSL," Andemariam said.
'We have helped Riverview Gardens
start a Student Court. They recently
had elections based on the parameters
we discussed with them."
Andemariam said that he is trying
to increase freshmen enrollment .
through SGA's involvement with
Riverview Gardens Senior High
SchooL According to Andemariam,
there were only 533 freshmen enrolled
at UM-St Louis at the beginning of
this semester.
Homecoming Committee CoOlair Julie Clifford announced this
year's theme, which will be ''Down
Memory Lane" to commemorate the
4O-year anniversary of the campus.
Members of the Assembly were
read · two separate resolutions at the
meeting, the first ' of which revolved
around the bndget cuts. The Assembly
unaillmously approved the resolution
that will be sent to Gov. Holden after
revisions are made. The resolntion asks
Gov. Holden to refrain from further
cuts to the higher ' education system.
The second resolution was in referenCe
to the chancellor selection process. It
asks the UM-System for a voice in the

Birth con-trol "jOU -thitlk. aBOut jus-t y.. x a "je.Br.
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'UM·St. tiouis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are F.REE!!

I,vlij :

CLASSIFIED
RATES

.

. (314)
516·5316

Otbelwise, classified advertising is $10for 40 words or fewer in straight textfomult. Bold and CAPS letters m'e free.
Ail c1ass!fieds must be prepaid ~Y check, mont?)1O11:Jer or credit cmd Deadline is 3 p.m. on the Thursday prior to publica·
tion:

http://thecurrentonline.comads@thecurrentonline.com

Help Wanted
Part·time office work in

Kirkwood insurance office.
Insurance experience helpful but
not required. $B.OO/hr-no .
evening or weekend hours. Call
314-B21 ,0308 or 314-B21-1956 .

For sale
2000 Hyundai Elantra, 4door, charcoal grey, automatic,
PL, PS, anti lock brakes, great air
conditioning, moon roof, · 39,XXX
miles, looks and runs great! Only
$7,995. Reply to casml@earthlink. net.

***ACT NOW!
Guarantee the best spring break
prices! South Padre, Cancun ,
Jamaica, Bahamas , Acapulco,
Florida & Mardi Gras. TRAVEL
FREE, Reps Needed, EARN$$$.
Group Discounts for 6+

Housing

1-888-THINK SUN

Roonvnate Wanted

Non-Smoki,ng, Female wanted to
share three-bedroom house in Old
Town Ferguson. Safe neighborhood only 'three miles from UMSL
campus. Please call Paula .
(314) 503-2212.
Roommate wanted for nice
house in St. Ann (close to cam-

pus). You get two rooms w/pri vate bath. Washer/dryer in basement. Utilities incl. $400/
month. Call Scott. 314-733-094B.
Apartment for sublease

3BD12B apt. available for sub- .
lease in January. Located at
Lindbergh and Olive Blvd.
Swimming pools (indoor and outdoor), hot tub, exercise
machines, laundry facilities,
storage, small balcony
$900/month plus $50-$75 utilities. Call (314) 994-3224.

MAKE

$320

96 Navy blue camara, V6 3.8

(1 -888-844-6578 dept 2626)1

Liter, Automatic, Rear Wheel
Drive, Air Conditioning, Power
Steering, POwer Windows, Power
Door Locks, Tilt Wheel, Cruise
Control, AM/FM stereo, compact
disc system, CD Changer/Stacker,
Dual Front Airbags, ABS (4-wheel),
inside black leather, power seat, tbar roof. Inside & outside excellent condition, four new tires,
excellent mechanical and clean
engine. $B,900. Call603-1545.

www.springbreakdiscounts.com

1994 Toyota Tercel, $1999!!

149,xxx miles. Radio, cassette,
2dr, blue, 4-speed manual, new
starter" new brakes. Runs & looks
great, clean. Call Thebe @ 314729-7226/page 424-0936.
Truck for sale. 1996, haHton 4x4 Dodge Ram. Standard

5-speed transmission, VB, electronic locks and windows, tilt
steering, cruise control, cd player, running board, hitch receiver,
4 new tires. 124,800 miles.
$9 ,000. Contact Michele at (636)
239-1111 at ext. 209.

Bartender Trainees
Need ed
$250 a day potential
Local Positions
1-800-293-3985 ext. 144
For Sale
Pool table for sale .

2000 J eep Wrangler Sport

In mint condition and just a year
old. Includes two cue sticks, two
chalk cubes, rack, brush, manual,
and balls. Will take $200 or best
offer. Call Britany at 223-752.5.

4.0L 6 cyl - MPI Alarm, sound system, cd player, soft top, custom
bumpers, custom side steps.
Good condition. 314-576-5445.

88 Mazda, 125,000 miles, 4
door, red, sunroof, cd player,

excellent condition. Call 314540-3586. $1 ,800.

PER WEEK!

Sunchase Ski ft Beach
Breaks
Sales Rep. positions available now.
Largest commissions. Travel Free!
1-800-SU NCHAS E
• ~.~ng ase. corp

1991 Honda Accord $1200
or B.O. One owner, 2DR, 4 cyl,

5-speed manual, maintenance
records available, some body
damage, high miles. Can be seen
dose to campus. 452-2729.

For Sale

91 Red Lumina 3.1, V-6, 4dr, 140k, auto, rebuilt 10k ago,
cold AlC, alloy whls, PL/PW,

runs/looks good , few flaws , want
$1500.
Contact
Jim . at
jimtheclarkster@hotmail.com or

314-365-1274.
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'Sk ins' gets signal

Oetdber 21, 2002

IUnited Way campaign

BY CATHERINE MARQUIS-

tragic conditions of the reservation.
"Skins" is less comic than "Smoke
Signals," as it must be to deal with
Staff Editor
the adults' rather than teens' prob"Skins" is Chris Eyre's follow up lems. We encounter some of the charto his hit indie film "Smoke Signals," acters from the earlier film, and the
about a couple of young Lakotas and horrible toll of poverty and alcolife on "the Res." This new fUm con- holism are driven home in several
cerns two Lakota Sioux brothers on compelling scenes. By the end of the
the Lakota Indian Reservation, film the protagonist finds a way to
whose lives have taken different strike back against the sad condition
turns. Like "Smoke Signals," it is of his people and express his viewboth funny and sad, and ultimately point in a way that is both defiant and
Mike Sherwin! The CUtmrl
triumphant and inspirational.
clever.
Graham Greene stars as Mogie,
Missouri State Representative Jim Green (left) responds to a quesThe film is poignant, funny, and
tion Wednesday as Rob Clarke, SGA Vice-President and State
the older brother of the reservation's thoughtful.
Senator Anita Yeckel (right) listen to his response.
straight-arrow police officer, Rudy
It is tbought-provoking and
Yellow Lodge (Eric Schweig). Mogie human, a good follow-up to the hit
BUDGET, frorn.page 1
was a football star and a good role that put the words "fry bread" on so
' --' -'
.--~---------model for his brother but is a severe many lips, Although the story in the
alcoholic now. His cop brother can't film stands up well on its own, it is ;
"We cut back on new buildings nobody wants to talk about that," Green
let go of the memory of his brother in best to have seen "Smoke Signals." ' being constructed throughout the state said.
the past and how he once saved his This film is not as light as the first
of Missouri; that is how we dealt with
Once the floor was open to queslife after he was bitten by a poisonous one, but it is just as poignant and
some of the shortfalls in the last two tions, one student asked about the 55
spider in a very inconvenient place. touching .
cent tobacco tax increase on the ballot
years," Green said
Despite Mogie's beer-sodden .---- -- - - -- -- -- - --,
Green also noted that the this November and for wpat purpose
condition, he is undeniably
Department of Mental Health and that money would be used.
funny with a playful defiance of
Department of Social Services received
"The dollars that will be generated
authority and refusal to take anyhigher percentage cuts than higher edu- from that tax, if it is successful, will be
thing seriously. The police offi, cation. The only bureaucracy that did solely used in, I would say, the social
cer sees his brother's sad condinot receive cuts this past fiscal year was service budget illid possibly somewhat
tion through the jokes and tries
elementary and secondary education.
in the mental health. budget," Green
to draw him out, trying to recapOne of the largest expenses of the said.
ture their past closeness and help
When Green was asked his opinion
state is the Department of Corrections,
his brother see through his alcoaccording to Green. While trying to be on the division of funds between the
holic haze. But Rudy has other
tough on Clime the state is also paying four 1..,'11 campuses, he said that UMworries that trouble him. As a
a large price for it.
St. Louis ha~ not received adequate
cop, he sees that many others on
"Corrections is probably the fastest funding.
the reservation suffer from the
growing portion, besides education, in
"In the state of Missouri, we pretty
same problem his brother has.
our budget. In the last four years, the much give a lump sum of money to the
The cop is bothered by his limitcorrections budget has escalated 157 University of Missouri System and
ed power to help his people and
percent," Green said.
then we have a Board of Curators that
struggles to find a way through Photo courtesy First Look Pictures
"Everybody wants money, and divvy up the money," Green said 'The
his dilemma.
everybody wants to fully fund their University of Missouri-Columbia has
Eric Schweig(L) co-stars with
Despite the humor, the underprograms. When it comes to finding the been very fortunate in baving favorable
Graham Greene in Chris Eyre's
lying story deals with the real-life
revenues or generating the revenues, curators on their side."
"Skins."
HOMEYER

P ROVINCIAL,

Director Chris Eyre on the set of "Skins."
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is extended twice
. On Sept. 24, UM-St. Louis's
University Relations began its fifth
annual fundraising campaign for the
United Way of Greater St. Louis. This
campaign is open to the faculty and
staff of UM-St Louis, and although
the students are not solicited, their
contributions are always appreciated.
Throughout the. city of St. Louis
and 15 surrounding counties in both
Missouri and Illinois, the United Way
has more than 200 agencies that provide help to people in need.
Individuals have the choice of donating to the United Way through a onetime pledge or through payroll deductions. For every dollar that the United
Way receives, over 90 cents supports
one,of the numerous health and human
service organizations in the St. Louis
area. Through one gift, an individual
can "provide child care to children at
risk, emergency assistance to families
in need, elder care for seniors and job
training for when life takes an unexpeeled turn".
Individuals donating have the
option of allowing the United Way to
select the organization that the gift
goes to, or specifying the organization
themselves.
Options' include the
American Diabetes Association,
Catholic Charities, Big BrotherslBig

Sisters of Greater St. Louis, the
YMCA and many more. Dixie Kohn,
of
University
vice-chancellor
Relations said that 'The St Louis
~
community supports the University
many ways. This is our way of giving
back".
UM-St. Louis doesn' t appear to be
giving back as much as ex.pected. The
campaign was originally scheduled. to
end Oct. 7, but Kohn extended It he
campaign through October 14th. At
the time of the extension, the fundrais, er had only raised $24,750, which is
45 percent of their $55,000 goal.
Kohn said rthat the extension was necessary in orderfor the campus to reach
its goal.
Even after the extension, though,
the campus has fallen short.
According to Steffanie Harting
Rockette, associate director of Des
Lee Collaborative. Vision, as of
October 17, the campus is still $4,500
short As a result, the campaign has
been extended by Kahn for the second
time, Pledges will now be accepted
through October 21st. It is University
Relations' hope that the faculty, staff
and students will be able to fulfill the
goal without further extensions.
To make a donation before Oct. 21,
contact University Relations. Pledges
can also be made directly to United ' I
Way. Their address is 1111 Olive
Street, St Louis, MO 63101-1951.
Their telephone number is 421-mOO.
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What is now Ulvf-St. Louis' Music
Building used to be a !iring room area
for the sisters. Group meetings, celebrations and funeral wakes were held
there.
Another lesser known part of the
Provincial House is the underground
tunnel system. A boiler room used to
heat both the Provincial Home and St.
Vincent's Sanitarium. The connecting
pipes ran through these tunnels. The
tunnels ran from St Vmcent's to what
we know today as the Marillac
Optom etry Center. Pan of the system
was filled with concrete. so presently
the underground tunnels only run
from Seton Hall to the Optometry

Clinic.
Provincial House also holds a
chapel. The chapel used to be elaborately decorated, but in 1969 it was
remodeJed for a s,impler look:. The
chapel was used for mass in earlier
days, but now it is only used for weddings and concerts.
From its early root with the Sisters
of Charity to its present day residential
use, Provincial House holds quite a bit
of history. Countless numbers of people lived, worked and . erved the community there, and over 200 sisters died
inJb e Provincial House.
As Sister Genevieve points
"You're well looked over here.'

Pregnan'?
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he ocal ndead
picked up by a young male motorist only to disappear before they reach their location. There are three St Louis-based hitchhiking ghosts, and they all can be found
on Calvary Drive, which connects Broadway and West Florissant Roads. The firSt
Like any other city in the U.S., St. Louis has its share of tales about haunted is typical, in that she is described as a young woman in a long white dress with
houses and undead characters that walk the streets after dark. Many of these sto- brown hair and pale skin. Just like the women in the other legends, she disappears
ries are well known or feature famous people from St Louis's history, but some are after being given a ride. Thesecond story is of a little boy dressed in a Victorian
not as well documented. All of them can be found in the book ''H~ted St Louis" . period costurne that reportedly runs out on to Calvary Drive amidst approaching
by Troy Taylor and at the website http://www.prairieghosts.com
cars, causing them to swerve to miss him. The third story involves a woman in a
Here are some of the more unusual stories of things that go bump in the night black mourning dress who, like the little boy, would appear in the middle of the
in the Gateway to the West
road, causing vehicles to swerve to avoid hitting her.
1. The ''Iron Mountain" - The Mississippi River has stories of many ghost
8. English Cave - English Cave, east of Benton Park, is one of the many caves
ships, ships that have disappeared from their rounds with the crew and passengers that were used to set up breweries, but it has an older history than that A Native
along with them, and one of these is the.''Iron Mountain." III June 1874, a river- American legend says that a young couple had fallen in love against the girl's
boat known as the ''Iron Mountain" sailed to New Orleans with 57 passengers on father's wishes, so the two escaped into the cave. They waited inside while the
board. It never reached its destination. The barges were later found with their ropes girl's father looked for them outside and rather than return to him, they stayed in
cut; but no wreckage or passengers or .crew could be found. Rescue workers the cave and starved to death. Some early explorers claimed to hear sounds of
searched the bottom of ..---...",---,,...-....,,...-r--::-----.,..----------._ _:;;""'_ =,...,.,---=.., weeping and crying and dialect in a
i the river but found no
.
Native American language.
armies of evil deadites. ''Evil Dead"
9. The Lemp Mansion - No ghost
bodies or debris. Many
brought scenes of Ash's possessed I
believe that river piraFes
story is more familiar to St. Louisans
hand beating him senseless and a
may have attacked the
than the story of the Lemp Family.
laughing mounted deer head. Sweet! !
''Iron Mountain." This is
The Brewery was founded in 1845 by
3. Friday the 13th. Naturally,this
believed because many
Johann Adam Lemp, a German
series will make the list Every college
fishennen and river
immigrant, and quickly became one
kid grew up knowing about the bock- j
workers have heard voicof the most popular breweries in the
ey-mask~wearing, . big-knife-toting
es along the Mississipp~
city. After his death in 1862, Lemp
Jason Voorhees. However, not ev.ery
left the business to his son, WIlliam
! such as that of a woman
who yells for help in
WIlliam made the Lemp Brewery
French.
even more prosperous, but the deaths
2. Jefferson Barracks
of his son Frederick and his friend,
- The military cemetery
Frederick Pabst, led WIlliam to comis home to many stories
mit suicide in 1904. WIlliam's other
The hero returns of ghosts, including a litson, William Jr,. inherited the busitle
girl
who
cries
near
the
ness
and shared some of the profits
from the dead to grave of a girl named
with his siblings, Charles, Edwin,
avenge his wrongful i Elizabeth Lash and a senElsa, Hilda and Anna. During
try ghost who appears
William Jr.'s management, The Lemp
death and the death with a bullet hole in his
Brewery declined in business, and the
!
18th Amendment, which created
head. One of the most
of his one true love.
Prohibition, closed it completely by
popular ghosts is one that
is believed to haunt the
1919. William Jr.·s sister Elsa compost headquarters. Many
mitted suicide in 1920 by shooting
, witnesses claim to have
herself, and William Jr. followed her
!
th
ter f
in 1922. William Jr.'s son unsuccessFriday the 13th movie is worth seeing. II seenc enf~rate°unifi~man
fully tried to rebuild the Brewery, but
.
three fi
'gh
d
mao ""'"
orm
AVOld parts
,ve, el t, an
'Im'
.
f
he died in 1943. The final Lemp sui.
P Three' 3 D ( h "'-1l
wn g on a PIece 0
rune. art.
,m - w ?Dr-'ee- I paper. Other v.itnesses
cide was that of William Jr. 's brother
Charles in 1949.
doo!) was Just stupId and. temble. Part I. claim to heai- typewriter
soWIds.
The Lemp Brewery closed for
Five actually caused ~dien~es to ~
3. South Main Street
good and the mansion was made into
whenever the 000m rru~ got m ~e pICture, and Jason wasnt even m the
. St CharI _ S uth
a boarding house after Charles's
movie! Part Eight featured Jaso~ in ~Streetis~liev~ to
death, but visitors and workers
Manhattan, but the
be one 0 f themosthat
reported that the Lemp family still
. budget was Just
untoo low to make
ed areas m
. Am'
lived there. Workers have described
enca
. It any good. Such a
shame. Part Nme, where Jason went Man f th ghosts . .
feelings of being watched, vanishing
0
e
onglII was n'diculous. But the. res t nate Y
to He,
from St Borromeo
tools, and sounds coming from the
are great, and the latest Jason X lS an 1 Cemetery. Tobacconist
rooms. An artist who was hired to
excellent choice, too.
John Dengler once
Mike Sherwin! Tbe Cun-eIU restore the building claims to have
felt something pass through him.
2. Nightmare on Elm Street. I owned one of the houses With thousands of souls resting in the nearby Cemetery, who knows what the
Again, Wes Craven directed it, what I near St. Borromeo's, The night may bring?
Other occurrences have included
else needs to be said? Like Jason,
Farmer's
Home
glass breaking, doors unlocking and
Freddy Krueger was a famous villain Building. He said that a poltergeist, a noisy spirit, invaded his house. The polter- . locking on their own, a piano that plays by itself, disembodied voices and occato every kid growing up. The thought
geist called people's names, laughed and played mild pranks such as throwing sionally the spirits of some of the family members being seen.
of a monster waiting to kill you in
objects, switching radio stations and yelling in French. Dengler also said that he
10. The Exorcism - Many people have seen the film 'The Exorcist," but what
your d
heard a baby crying that was soothed by a French voice.
many don't know is that it was based on an allegedly true story that occurred at St
4. Washington University - Many of the areas in Wash-U could be centers for Louis University and right in UM-St Louis' front yard of Bel-Nor. In 1949 in
I otherworldly activity. One of the stories is about the Whitemore House. Cottage City, Maryland, a young boy named "Robbie Doe" (his real name was
Contractors discovered a wading
never revealed) began to
pool that contained many disexhibit unusual behavior
carded toys and objects.
such as hearing scratching noises and feeling
Workers said that they could
hear the laughter of children
something attacking him.
when there weren't any children
Hiq bed began to vibrate
present They also said that they
on its own accord, and he
often complained of
saw apparitions floating in the
area and heard loud noises.
someone grabbing hlrn.
Eventually, a psychic perfoaned a
He spoke languages that
seance with an audience including
he did not know, such as
a woman named Mary. The psychic
Hebrew and Ancient
Aramaic.
Scratches
practiced an art known as automatic
writing, in which a spirit is chanbegan to appear on the
boy's stomach and back,
neled to communicate through writing. The spirit wrote, "Get out of my
sometimes
spelling
words. His parents sent
H ouse. . . .Death t0 Mary." The psychic believed that Mary may have
him to doctors and psyhad a link to the ghost, but this belief
chiatrists who could find
nothing \Vfong with the
was never further explored.
S. Newstead Avenue Police
boy. Eventually, a priest
Station (in the Central West End) at St James Church in
The former police station was closed
Mount Rainier said that
in 1960, but continued to be home to
the boy was possessed by
many artists, their families and even
the devil.
Robbie 's
family
some ghosts over the years. Art
instructor Howard Jones reported
moved to St Louis to be
hearing footsteps and appliances
with his mother's relamaking noises after they were
tives. They moved in with
unplugged. Psychic investigator
his aunt and uncle in BelGordon Hoener did some research
Nor, and the boy began
on the house and discovered that the
being treated at SLU A
ghost might have been Edward
Jesuit priest, Father
William Bowdem, perM eIendes, a W8.l.'ter w h0 was beaten The Lemp Mansion is rumored to be ~e location of several murders and suiformed an exorcism on
to death in his cell in 1945. Other cides, lending credence to the "haunting" theory.
th b
Th
.
reams is
tenets claimed to have heard a baby
e oy.
e exorcISm
just plain eerie. After all, someone
crying and a man shrieking and seen handprints and footprints that matched no lasted for several weeks, during which witnesses claim that Robbie thrashed, spat,
can't stay awake forever.
one's in the house. Psychics said that the old police station was haunted by the spir- . screamed obscenities, slapped the priests and scratched words on his body and bed,
1. Halloween. This one has to be
its of guards, inmates and two women. Some of these hauntings allegedly contin- one time even ripping the exorcism book that Bowdem uSed. Bowdem then made
first. On Halloween night, what more
Robbie wear religious medals and hold a crucifix. After a few more hours of cursue today, even though the former station has been converted into offices.
fitting movie could there be?
6. ''The Castle" in Hortense Place - The Central West End house is reportedly ing, the exorcism was over.
''Halloween,'' "Halloween n," and
haunted by the girl with the same name. After Hortense Goldman died at the age
Robbie returned to Maryland with vague memories of what happened. He is
''Halloween 4" are perfect for watchof six in 18%, her family continued to live in the enclave that she was named for now an aeronautical engineer and is married. However, the room he was treated in
ing on Halloween night. As menacing
until 1930. The next family to reside there, the Millers, were said to have heard a has not fared so well. It was locked shortly after the exorcism, but hospital WOIk.as Jason Voorhees is, Michael Meyers
little girl calling for her father at night. When the Millers tried to look for the source, ers said that they have felt a cold chill near the room and smelled an unpleasant
is just a little bit scarier. After all,
none could be found. The Castle closed down in 1940s and was uninhabited for odor. The wing was razed in 1978, but construction workers said that the wrecking
Jason occasionally shows his anger by
many years, so ghost sightings went unreported until the ~980s, when it was ball hit another room instead. A crewmember that worked for MODOT said that
huffing and puffing a bit. Meyers
reopened. The new owners invited some guests to ~nd the nigh~ They accepted, he saw a large, unidentifiable animal emerge from the room as it was demolished.
never loses his cool. He's never in a
but heard a girl calling for her father. The next mommg they questioned the owner,
These are ten of the ghost stories that can be fotmd in St. Louis. With such a
rush. Sooner or later, you'll get tired
haunting history, don't be surprised if you are walking through Soulard or the
but were stunned to hear that the owners had no children.
and hell catch you. Then it's all over,
7. Hitchhiker Annie - Just like other cities, St Louis has its share of "hitchhik- Central West End and the person you are talking to suddenly disappears. Stranger
courtesy of Meyers' really big kitchen
er Annie" stories. These are stories about a mysterious young woman who is things have happened
.
knife.

Senior Staff Writer

MIWlISA McCRARY
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in just a couple of weeks it's going
to be Halloween Night. The residential areas will be flooded with little
trick-or-treaters dressed as their
favorite Power Rangers or Spongebob
Squarepantscharacter. As for the college crowd, theyll be partying ' the
night away with friends, fraternities
and whomever else they can think of.
The adults will probably just sit at
home worrying about everY age group
while they hand out candy and fawn
over every kid dressed up as good old
Spongebob.
The question for the college crowd
is this: what does one do after the partying is over? Simple, watch scary
movies. But another problem arises!
What to watch? There are so many
classics to choose from, as well as a
handful of modem films worthy to be
viewed on one of America's most popular holidays.
Let's call these the Top Ten Movies
to Be Seen on Halloween.
10. The Crow. Yes, ''The Crow."
For starters, the movie takes place the
night before Halloween, a.k.a Devil's
Night. The hero returns from the dead
to avenge his wrongful death and the
death of his one true love. This movie
has action, suspense and (for the softhearted) a small touch of romance.
This is an excellent choice for
Halloween night, particularly if
watching with a lady-friend.
9. Deep Rising. So few movies
come along that look absolutely terrible but end up being entertaining.
"Deep Rising" is one. With only a
mildly well-known cast, "Deep
Rising" entertains and keeps fans on
the edge of their seats from startle finish. The plot is simple enough: the
heroes have to get off a cruise ship
filled with sea monsters before they
get eaten. True, there's no real underlying theme or moral, but every now
and then a guy just has to see stuff get
blown up!
8. Scream. Wes Crav-en directed
it; enough said (Dracula 2000 excluded). "Scream" was an instant classic
the moment it hit the screen. The film
pokes fun at all the old horror films
while creating a new horror genre for
the twenty-first century. Not only that,
but it helped Drew Banymore regain
her fame (wait, ignore that).
"Scream 2" was equally as
good as the original, which is a
major rarity. "Scream 2"'s success came from poking fun at
horror movie sequels. As for
the third installment, it's only
worth. seeing the first time.
7 . Return of the Living
Dead. All, a cult classic. This
spectacular hOffor/comedy
film is a parody of George
Romero's "Night of the
Living Dead." It plays out as
a sequel to Romero's film
that introduced the world to
brain-craving zombies. This
film proves that some of the
best horror films were put
together on a very low
budget.
6. Night of the Living
Dead. Of course, a George
Romero movie has to be
on this list! "Night of the
Living Dead" started the
entire slasher film industry. Zombies climb out of
their graves intent on
devouring ·the flesh of the
living. The original blackand-white film is an excellent
choice, and so is the remade color
version.
S. Silence of the Lambs. Rest easy,
Hannibal Lector fans, everyone's
favorite cannibal made the list.
"Silence of the Lambs" is a fantastic
suspense thriller with a new FBI rookie struggling to catch a serial killer
with the help of sinister psychopath,
Dr. Lector. "Silence of the Lambs" is
an excellent spooky film for a late
Halloween night. As for the sequel,
"Hannibal," let's just pretend it was
never made.
4. Evil Dead 2. Like George
Romero, Sam Raimi just has to be on
this list. Raimi's original "Evil Dead"
is a good scary movie, but "Evil Dead
2" is so much better. "Evil Dead 2"
has to be the most outrageous horror/comedy ever made. ''Evil Dead 3,"
or "Army of Darkness," continues the
story of Ash, the unwilling hero facing
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Halloween costume, pump~ 'Haunted Hall' to thrill kiddies
carving contest in Pilot House Halloween creep outs at old E.R.
with prizes, such as cash and gift c.ertificates to the VMSt. Louis Boo,kstore.
Studies indicate that Americans spend an estimated
Halloween is quickly approaching. How will you $6.9 billion annually on Halloween, making it the
celebrate this creepy holiday? Because UM-St. Louis nation's second large~t commercial holiday. Don't let
students are defInitely a little too oJd for trick-or-treat- these figures 5lTeSS you out in your preparation for the
ing, Student Activities has decided to offer a fun alter- big day. Shopping for your Halloween costume can be
native. On Thursday, Oct. 31. the department will host fun and inexpensive. All you need i.s a little time and
its annual Costume and Jack-o-Lantern Contest in TIle imagination. There are : everal stores around lfM-St.
Pilot House. The contest will be
Louis that have great clotheS, shoes and
held from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
wigs that call be used to create a unique,
p.m. and will give students the
plize-winning costume.
liberty to get a little wild and
Consignment sho ps can be a great
enjoy the spirit of Halloween.
place to staIl. For example, the Mi. souri
Studies indicate t h at
Students should come prepared
Council of the Blind, loc ated at 9845 St.
A mericans spend
to laugh, eat and have a good
Charles Rock Road, offers a wide varitime.
ety of selections. Student::; c an al:o try
$6.9 billio n annually
Student organizations are
the Forget-Me-Not Shop , }vhich is about
on Halloween, mak invited to bring their jack-o10 minutes aw ay from campus at 208 S.
ing it t he secon d
lantems to be judged in the conFIOli sant Road i.n Fergu on. Keep in
test.
mind when purchasing items from seciargest c ommercial
The pumpkins to be carved
ond-hand stores it is generally a good
holiday.
by the organizations can be
idea to allow yourself enough time to
picked up on Tuesday, Oct. 29
take them to the cleane.t:> or tlrrow iliem
on the Millennium Center Patio
in your washing mac hine before you
in the "Pick yeT Pumpkin"
w ar them.
event. The organization with
It doesn't really matter if you decide
the best-carved pumpkin will
to dress up as Freddy Krueger or Janet
receive a plize.
Jackson. And no one will mind if you
Prizes will also be given to those who show up wear- wear the same costume that you ha e worn for the last
ing the best costumes. Last year. students and staff went tlu'ee ye:lIs in a row. Student Activities just wants stuall-out. Some memorable costume) included Elvira, dents to come out wearing their coslum and carrfing
Miss Cleo and a big red apple. Winners walked away thei.r jack-o-lanterns. Admissi on is free.
BY KiM Sii..Vtiii

Stall Writer
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The Residence Hall Association
sponsoring a
(RHA) will be
"Haunted Hall" on Sunday, Oct. 27,
along with the Delta Sigma Pi and
Delta Chi fraternities.
The event will take place from 6
p.m. to 9 p.m. in the old ER in the
abandoned Normandy Hospital on
Natural Bridge.
"Haunted Hall" is specifically
aimed at children between the ages of
six and thirteen.
"Admission is free," said Jenny
Skinner, one of the RHA co-chair, woman in charge of "Haunted Hall,"
"and children are encouraged to bring
a bag for candy." 'Haunted Hall" has
, been held every year for several years
. for local neighborhood kids.
According to .Jeremy Crump,
RHA president, "Haunted Hall" was
held at the old Current house last
year, which was tom down shortly
thereafter.
In the past, it was held on the first
floor of Villa Proper, when it was
uninhabited. Once, it was held in the
Seton attic.
"This year," Crump said, "we
hoped to hold it in the International
House, but it was scheduled to be
demolished before the event."
"tvlike Auer, a Resident Advisor at
Mansion Hills, suggested using the.
old hospital," Skinner said, "So we
talked to Kimberly Allen, director of
Residential Life, and she talked to
Reinhard Schuster. vice-chancellor of
Administrati ve Sen ices.
"They discussed the possibility,
had the hospital inspected, and it was
finally approved."
While "Haunted Hall" will be held
in an abandoned hospital, it's not
c.ompletely hospital-themed. There
will be several rooms with different
them .
Those with questions can contact

i
I

I

The abandoned Normandy Hospital will be the scene of this year's
"Haunted Hall" Oct. 27. Children ages 6-13 are invited to attend
from 6:30 p.m to 9 p.m.

"Haunted Hall"'s Jenny Sklnner at
jas843@studentmail.uIDsl.edu
or

Jeff Griesemer at jdg222@studentmail.umsl.edu .

.colors dazzle the eyes .
BY MICAH

L. ISSITT

Staff Writer

2002 UMSL
College Bowl
Championship
Wed~esday,

November 13
The Pilot House
6pm
Sign up 4-6 person
teams, or as individuals!
Will University Program Board
successfully defend their
2001 College Bowl title? Or:

Will the mental tsunami that is
the Current staff succeed in
destroying a.1I challengers in
their path? Or:
Wi!! Honors reclaim the long
lost glory they once enjoyed
as UMSL champions (back in
the 90's)?

For more info or to sign
up, contact UPS at 516..
5531 or stop by the
1

Student Ufe office (MSC
366.)

In October, autumn really ruts Missouri.. The leaves are
changing and the weather has become briskly refreshing.
These are the last days to comfortably stay outside before
the winter hits and it becomes too cold to enjoy being out
for long.
One of the best places to enjoy the fall season is at the
Shaw Nature Reserve, located about 35 miles southwest of
St. Louis City in Gray Summit, Missouri. The Nature
Reserve is an extension of the Missouri Botanical Garden
;' and features some 2,500 acres of natural Ozark woodland
and managed plant collections.
The natural beauty of Missouri wilderness is brought to
life in vivid color among the' pristine woodlands of the
Nature Reserve. Hiking trails crisscross nearly the entire
area allowing visitors to experience native prairies, floodplains, forests, glades and even a restored wetland.
Hundreds of plant and animal species make their home
there and on every trip visitors are likely to find some new
area or some new animal that they have never seen.

The Nature Reserve is open year-round from 7 a.m. to
sunset. During operational hoW's, there is a visitor's center
open on week~s from 8 a.m. to 5 p.rn. and on weekends
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Visitors can check in there to learn
about special events or to find field guides and maps to
help them navigate the reserve.
In addition to providing ample space for picnics, biking, and just generally enjoying nature, the reserve hosts
excellent educational programs to help children and adults
learn about the Jiyes of native plants and animals and
about the preservation and protection of natural ecosystems. The Nature Reserve's large area and diverse ecology provide a unique opportunity for hands-on ecological
education.
The change from summer to fall, in the Northern
Temperate regions is one of the most suikiugly beautiful
transformations in nature. Don't let this season pass while
you stay inside watching your television. In a time when it
is becoming increasingly difficult to find a substantial
patch of wilderness among the rapidly expanding minimalls and corporate parks of America, the Shaw Nature
Reserve remains an oasis of singular beauty, preserving
for us and future generations a snapshot of I\.fissouri's past

The History of Halloween
BY MELISSA MCCRARY

Staff Writer
Candy, decorations, masquerade
parties, ghost stories and myths these are usually the things that people associate with Halloween.
''When I think of Halloween, I
think of carving pUIllp~S, trick-ortreating and costumes," said Olivia
Craden, junior.
Most people don 't think about the
origin of the holiday.
Halloween dates back to before 43
AD, when the Celts, who lived in
Ireland, Britain and Northern FranceJ
celebrated the festival of Samhain.
The festival began on the last day of
October, because Nov. I was the first
dilY of their new year. They believed
that, on their New Year's Eve, the
dead arose and roamed the land along
wiili evil spirits, witches and warlocks. The retum of these spirits is
what caused the season to change into
the dark, cold winter. Sacred bonfires
were lit to drive away the evil forces.
The Celts wore animal head masks
and skins during their ceremonies.
After about 400 years, the
Romans began to gain control of the
Celts' land. Despite the Roman conquests, the traditional celebrations of
Samhain still existed. But the
Romans brought their oWn holidays
for this time of year. The Romans had
two harvest time festivals . One holiday was called Feralia, and the other
was called Pomena. Pomona was a
harvest festival created to honor the
. Roman goddess of fruit and trees.
This is where the tradition of bobbing
for apples originated. Feralia was the

.Il

Romans' late-October holiday to
commemorate the dead. Over time,
the two different traditions, Celtic and
Roman, got mixed up.
Terms like All Souls Day, All
Saints Day and All Hallows Eve were
created in the 800s for tbe holidays
around this time or year. The early
Christian church often found it easier
to Christianize earlier traditional festivals rather than eliminate them.
When Christianity started to spread,
Pope Boniface tried to give these fall
oolidays a new meaning within the
church. For Nov. 1, the holiday's purpose was changed to celebrate and
recognize saints, by renaming it "All
Saints' Day" or "All Hallows' Day,"
as "hallow" is Old English for a ''holy
person." But people still remembered
the devils and ghosts on the night
before, All Hallows' Eve, which was
eventually shortened to Hallowe'en, .
or Halloween. Later, Nov. 2 became
All Souls' Day, a day to honor the
dead. This day was celebrated with
bonfires, parades and dressing up in
costumes like saints, angels and devils, echoing the Samhain traditions.
The three days together became
Hallowrnas.
The practice of trick-or-treating '
stems from an All Souls' Day tradition (Nov.2, during the festivities for
the holiday). In England, parades
took place on this day and poor people would beg the participants for
~ood. Part of the tradition of All
Hallows' Eve became people dressing up as ghosts and'threatening to do
mischief if they· weren't given a treat
to go away. The ancient tradition of
leaving out food and wine to mollify
roaming spirits was replaced by the

new custom of giving beggars small
cakes, called soul cakes, on All Souls
Day in exchange for a promise to
pray for dead relatives. Somehow,
this tradition was converted over the
years to children going door to door
for candy.
Wearing costumes on Halloween
goes back to when the Europeans and
Celts held their ceremonies, chants
and bonfire rituals for Samhain.
Many people made masks by hand,
believing that they would protect
them from the ghosts and spirits afoot
on that night.
Those practices may have developed across Britain and in different
parts of the world, but how did the
present holiday develop in the United
States?
The evolution of the holiday came
about in America when many
Europeans immigrated to this country. Not only did these people bring
their family helitages, but they also
brought their Halloween stories.
However, it wasn't unW the 1800s
that the traditions started to gain popularity. By the 1920s, the holiday
began to be more about community .
than ghosts and witches, and neighbors, schools and communities all
across the U.S. began festival gatherings. By the 19505, children were
:-videly seen trick-or-treating and
dressing in costumes on October 31.
Halloween has now become the
second biggest cOrrllnercial holiday in
the U. S., and the American version of
Halloween is gaining, in: pOpularity
around the worl
Every yyal"'
Halloweeil is celebrated by mil1ions
of people, but few think about theJlistory behind it
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BY MICAH L. ISSITT

Senior \'(/riter
The Great Pumpkin Patch is an allin-one Halloween amusement center
located in the small fanning community of Lyndon, illinois, about three
hours northeast of Saint Louis City.
Tom and Sandy Zelinski have been
operating this com and bean fann for
about six years, and every year around
,. Halloween they transfonn their family farm into a family-friendly
Halloween attraction.
The Pumpkin Patch features a
pumpkin patch, as the name suggests,
where they sell pumpkins, but they
also sell pumpkin pie and other seasonal foods.
Admission to the fann is free, and
they feature ' a free com maze and
access to the animals, including many
pet-able favorites like goats, calves
and rabbits. For a few dollars, visitors
can enjoy some of their more exciting
attractions.
.~
All new this year is the Great
Pumpkin Patch hannted house, which
costs $2.50 per person. They also
offer hayrides for $1, taking visitors
into the pumpkin patch and allowing
them to choose their own pumpkins.
For an additional 50¢, visitors can
play in their impressive "hay maze."
Perhaps their most interesting attraction is the "LM&J Shortline
Railroad." a miniature train ride that
costs $2.50 per person and travels
along a quarter mile track through an
abandoned "mining town" and tunnel.
The Great Pumpkin Patch is open
'!I,
this year from Sept. 14 through Nov.
2. Their times of operation are Sunday
through Thesday from 10 a.m to 6
p.m. and Wednesday through Friday
from 10 a.m.to 8 p.m.
Despite the somewhat tedious
drive through miles of illinois coun4' tryside, the Great Pumpkin Patch is
interesting (and cheap) enough to
make it worth the trip.

•1
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Senior Write/"
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For more infonnation contact
The Great Pumpkin Patch
.16-1-70 Black Road
Lyndon lllinms
Phone: (815) 77 8-4856
E-Mail: thegreatpuropkinpatch
@yahoo.com
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Mike Sherwin!

tbe Cumml

Pumpkins and scarecrows on dispJay at the Summit Farms booth
at Kirkwood Farmer's Market.

However it originally staJted,
Halloween has become a celebration
of the dark side of the human psyche.
One day a year, children and adults
alike are encouraged to revel in all
things scary, from frightening natural
features like spiders and snakes, to the
most gruesome manifestations of our
imaginations.
Halloween marks the culmination
of an ever-thri ving obsession in human
culture, namely fear and those things
that elicit it. The popularity of everything from roller coasters to horror
movies testifies to the important role
.the fear plays in the hwnan psyche.
This raises the question of how fear
developed and what role it plays in
nature.
For lllany creatures, including our
earliest ancestors, fear most likely
evolved as an adaptation to help avoid
dangerous features of the environment.
Psychologist
Margaret
A&M
Meagher,
from
Texas
University, has been conducting
research on the nature of fear for the
past 16 years. She characterizes fear as
an inimediate alarm reaction to a preSent threat, leading to activity that will
initiate escape. Basically, fear causes
an organism to move away from the
stimulus that caused the reaction.
Some ba~c fears seem to be almQ~t
universal in nature. The fear of snakes
and spiders i. a widespread and common phobia in virtually e ery culture
around the world . For our ancestors,
who lived in close contact with nature,
snak and spiders posed a very real
threat to survival. Venomous snakes
and piders may have been an important cause of mortality, especially for
children. until very recently. Some
researchers believe that the instinctive
animuls is a relic of
ave ion to th
our evolutionary past.
me QhmtUl. a
h logiS{ at the

Karolinska Institute in Stockholm,
Sweden, believes that the human brain
has evolved the ability to perceptually
focus on those features of the environment that might be threatening. and
then respond to those stimuli with fear.
Ohman and his colleagues found that
experimental subjects were able to
identify images of "felli1ul'< stimuli
like snakes from a cryptic background
more quickly than they were able to
identify images of non-threatening
stimuli like flowers and mushrooms.
Ohman believes that mammals
have evolved to easiJy associate fear
with objects and entities that have been
a recurrent threat in the evolution of
the species. Therefore, humans easily
develop a felli' of snakes, because
snakes have posed a threat in the evolutionary past, whcreas humllils have a
more difficult time developing a feaI'
of butterflies, because buttel;flies aI'e
not linked to any sort of evolutionary
threat.
If fear is the body's emotional response to danger, then
pain may be the body's physi~
cal response to danger.
Meagher and her colleagues
have been investigating the
relationship
between
emotions like fear and
anxiety aJld the sensation
of pain. Meagher's study
has found that fear
reduces the sensation of
pain, whereas emotional
states like anxiety tend to
enhance pain.
When faced

ment of social systems. ReseaJ'ch by
Cornelia BargrnaJul of the University
of Califorrua in San Francisco indicates that fear may cause roundworms
to be social. BargmaJm's . research
actually focuses on the way that genes
influence the propensilY for social
behavior in rolmdwomls. Bargmann ..
has found that celtain minor gene
changes can detennine whether or not
roundworms seek out other roundworms in sU'essful situations.
Specifically, roundwonns are
sCaJ'ed of e-coli bacteria. When roundwonns come into contact with e-coli
they show a standard fear respOLlsethey run away. Some womlS, however,
have a much different reaction to ccoIL-they seek out other worms and
aggregate in groups. The fear
response, therefore , drives social
behavior in this species.
FeaI' may also be a motivator of
social behavior in our own species. For
our distant ancestors, gr'oup living
meant more eyes (0 detect predators
and other sources of danger, and therefore increased safety.
Even today fear still motivates
us to be more social. Whenever
we feel fiightened we try to be
close to other people. For
years, young men have been
taking advantage of this,
using a scary movie to get
closer to their dates.
Felli' is an integral. part of
the human psyche. During our
evolution, fear allowed us to
navigate dangerous environments
and
urged us to
develop bonds
s ituation,
the body
thal ultimately
respond s
led to the forby shuning
mation of famidO\vn the pain
lies and societies.
receptors.
This
Fear continues to shape our
behavior, helping us avoid
because pain could
potentially impede an
danger and bringing us closiganism's ability to
er to our loved ones.
escape . TI1e
For' modem society,
Halloween may
r e du 'ti on
of
pain
be a kind of
ser es to
symbolic celemob ili z e
bration of the
the lxxIy
role that fear
has played and
for action,
enhancing
continues
to
play in our lives. AB we gather to
the organism's
getting out of harm's way.
.....-01........_ celebrate and mock all the
Although intense fear sensations frightening features of our world, we
may stimulate an escape response, fear find ourselve ' united as much by fear
may al 0 have a role in the devel p- as:t love .
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IThe Rin
BY CATHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER

Staff Editor

'''The Ring" delivers what fans of
scary movies want ~ fright.
The premise is simple. There exists
a videotape that kills those who watch
it. The tape contains a bizarre short
film that seems like someone's nightmare, filled with iconic, puzzling and
disturbing images. After the victim
watches the tape, the phone rings. On
the other end, a voice tells them they
have seven days to live. In seven days,
they die.
That is about all you ought to know
before seeing this flim . 'The Ring" is
one of those films, like "the Sixth

I
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Sense," where the less you know
about the movie, the more youll enjoy
it. But it is there that most similarity to
that earlier film ends, as 'The Ring"
does not turn on a single surprise. It is
essentially a genre film, the genre
being "scary movielhorror flim" of
the type Wes Craven makes, but it is a
really good genre film that pushes the
limits of the conventions and oc·casionally reaches outside those limits.
'The Ring" will appeal more to
those filingoers who prefer suspense
and fright to buckets of gore. There is
a bit of that element in the flim but
tension and fright are much stronger
factors. The movie is ·actually a
remake of a popular Japanese film,
which spawned several sequels and
even a TV series. However, it has
been reworked as an American film,

combining the more conventional narrative aspects that the average
American filmgoer expects in addition to the surreal and ambiguous eIement~ found in foreign films. In this
American version, the images of the
deadly video seem to contain elements of a mystery to be solved, and
.there are parallels to a spreading infection, combining bits of other film
types into its bubbling cauldron. The
resulting hybrid is very scary and
refreshingly unexpected.
Filmgoers who are big fans of the
horror filmIscary movie genre will see
plenty of familiar elements, but these
often take unanticipated twists.
Familiar genre elements include skittish teenage girls (Amber Tamblyn
and Rachel Bella), a skeptical journalist (Naomi Watts), a video expert

"Ie
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(1vlartin Henderson) and a precocious
kid (David Dorfman). But either elements are not so common. The eerie
little film on the toxic tape is reroiniscent of art films or the cUlt classic
"Eraserhead" ;vithout the humor. At
times, 'The Ring" seems like it could
BY CATHERINE'
have been co--directed by Wes Craven
MARQUiS-HOMEYER
and David Lynch, but, in fact, the
- -Staff Ed itor
director in charge of this gem was
Gore VerbiDski, the director of the
quirky thrillerlcomic/romance 'The
If you are not feeling up to watchMexican."
ing "Halloween" or one of the other
To say much more risks spoiling \ movies on the Halloween Top Ten list
the film. 'The Ring" is still a genre
as a way to get into the holiday spirit,
film, not a suspense classic like, say, 1 here are some other Halloween
"Silence of the Lambs," but it delivers
themed or suspenseful films to watch.
i
plenty of frights and sometimes reach- ! Nearly all of these are at your local
es beyond its type. If you like scary ! video store (check Hollywood Video,
movies, this is an excellent Halloween
which is better for older or classic
pick.
films, if Blockbuster doesn't have
i them) or your local library.
i On the light or funny side, there is
; the
class!c "It's "the .Gre~t
i Pumpkin, Charlie Brown.
This alllmated bonbon is the Halloween equiv1 alent of the Christmas classic "How
the Grinch Stole Christmas" - the origI inal animated one, not the Jim Carrey
l one. And who could think of
i Halloween and funny in one sentence
! without coming up with Tlill Burton,
_i and his scary funny fairy tales. The
, picks here are "Edward Scissorhands,"
i with its touching Frankenstein love
story and "Sleepy Hollow," the pump, kin - and special effects-filled version
of the old Washington Irving tale, both
! with Burton favorite Johnny Depp.
Another good Tlill Burton Halloween
i film is the very funny short animated
,i film "Vmcent," about a little boy who
wants to be horror movie star Vmcent
Price. You can find it in the "extras"
section of the DVD for "Nightmare
before Christmas" (which will not be
appearing on this list). Harder to find,
although you might try the public
library, is the short silent comedy "The
Haunted House," which is 20 minutes
of stage magic, movie magic and
amazing stunts from Harry Houdini's
godson, Buster Keaton. Oh, and 'The
Rocky Horror Picture Show," for the
fans of camp. Come on, it's funny!
If you want to see classic horror or
scary films, here are some top picks.
The silent film "Nosferatu" is the original vampire film and it is still creepy
and stylish today. This vampire doesn ' t look at all like the later iconic look
created by Bela Lugosi in the 1930s
photo: Merrick Morton silent era "Dracula" but that is part of
why its fascinating. Also check out the
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: Not-50-scary movies for Halloween
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Naomi

Watts

(right) and Martin Henderson (left) in Dreamworks Pictures' thriller "The Ring."

recent film, "Shadow of the Vampire,"
which is about the making of this classic film. Also in the silent era are
"Phantom of the Opera" starring Lon
Chaney Sr., who was called the "man
of a thousand faces" for his an1azing
ability to change his appearance, and
the bizarre "Cabinet of Dr. Caligari;' a
surrealistic tale of a zombie-like creature. Or finally, "Metropolis," the film
that inspired the look of every spooky
film that followed it. Existing copies
are incomplete, so the story doesn't
make a lot of sense, but boy, is it
creepy and cool looking.
In the 1930s sound era, check out
''M,'' an innovative film starring Peter
Lorre in a riveting performance as a
madman, which includes a haunting
soundtrack. Among the more farniliar
horror movie classics of this era, the
best are "Frankenstein," ''Bride of
Frankenstein," and 'The Mummy,"
for their combination of sly humor,
eerie, evocative style and Boris
Karloff, the '30s king of scary (and
narrator of the Grinch classic).
Suspense classics are always a
good pick, and here the best are anything by Alfred Hitchcock, especially
"Psycho,"
"The
Birds"
and
"Suspicion." Among more recent
films on video, good picks are 'The
Others," a spooky film with a twist,
the Jack the Ripper tale "From Hell,"
the French bizarrelhumorous tale
"City of LOst Children" and fmall y the
cinema
nightmare
surreal
''Mulholland Drive."
Want to see a good scary movie
still at theaters? You have some good
choices this month. "Red Dragon," the
Hannibal Lecter prequel, is much better than the previous "Hannibal." Or,
you could go for the haunted sub tale,
"Below," from the director of "Pitch
Black." "White Oleander" is terrifying, if not a real horror film. There is
also the ghostly but gentler anime film
"Spirited Away." Fmally, you could
see 'The Ring," a remake of a
Japanese hit about a videotape that
makes people die \\ithin seven days of
watching it
This list and the Halloween movie
top ten should giye you plenty of
options if you feel like watching a
movie to get in the Halloween spirit.
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'''lPunch-.[)runk Love' leaves you addled. a ,little dizzy and overcome by a pleasing,
unplaceable sensation - one best summed up in the movie's title."
A.O. Sctm, The New 'ftI<~ nmes

"Amazing:'
oa~

Deciding on a major?

Ansen. Newsweek

Sunday, Oct. 27, 2002
2:00 to 4:00 p.m.

Nursing Administration
Building on South

Seience and '
Meet with Faculty,

Campus

For more infonnatic')H call 51 6-7081 .

LIMITED ENGAGEMENTS START FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25

INDEPENDENT
CHASE PARK PLAZA
Kings Hm. & Lindell
367-0101

+

LANDMARK'S
PlAZA FRONTENAC
Clayton & Lindbergh
994-FlLM

WEHRENBERG THEATRES
RONNIE'S 20 CINE
S, lindb. & Baptist Ch. Rd.
822-CINE

AMC
WEST OLIVE f6
Olive &Whispering Pines
542·4AMC
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